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Abstract
In terms of group orbifold elements with denite monodromy, we give a construction
for the action functionals of the twisted sectors of all WZW orbifolds. Surprisingly,
locality of the theory dictates a form of the general twisted current algebra in which
the twisted right and left mover current algebras are not a priori copies of each other.
For the permutation orbifolds and the inner-automorphic orbifolds we are able to show
by a mode relabelling that the situation is equivalent to copies, but we do not have
an argument that this is always the case. In an extension, we also construct the
actions for all the orbifolds of any nonlinear sigma model with a symmetry which acts
linearly on the coordinates. Finally, implications for orbifold conformal eld theory are
discussed, including a conjectured set of orbifold Einstein equations for those sigma
model orbifolds in this class which are also 1-loop conformal.
1 Introduction




; H  Aut(g) (1.1)
where A(H) is any current-algebraic conformal eld theory on semisimple g with a nite
symmetry group H . This construction drew heavily on recent advances3;4 in the theory of
cyclic permutation orbifolds, and the construction has been worked out in further detail
for the general Z permutation orbifold
1, the general SN permutation orbifold
2, the general
inner-automorphic orbifold2, the general WZW orbifold1;2, the general coset orbifold5;2 and
the cyclic coset orbifolds5.
The basic principles of the construction are given in Refs. 1 and 2:
 The H-eigenvalue problem, whose eigendata encodes the action of H on the untwisted
currents (the action of H in the adjoint of g).
 Eigencurrents, which are constructed from the currents using the eigendata of the
H-eigenvalue problem.
 Local isomorphisms on the sphere, from the eigencurrents to twisted currents with
denite monodromy.
 Derived local isomorphisms for the orbifold stress tensors.
Following these principles, one encounters orbifold duality transformations which express
twisted tensors in the orbifold as discrete Fourier transforms of the corresponding tensors in
the symmetric CFT A(H).





; H  Aut(g) (1.2)
while extending the construction to obtain the action formulation of each sector of all
Ag(H)=H . This development requires that we consider some natural extensions of the prin-
ciples above:
 The extended H-eigenvalue problem, whose eigendata encode the action of H in any
representation T of g.
 Eigen-objects, including the left and right mover eigencurrents and now the eigengroup
elements, which are constructed from the group elements using the eigendata of the
extended H-eigenvalue problem.
 Local isomorphisms on the cylinder (; t), from the eigen-objects to twisted objects,
including the twisted left and right mover currents and group orbifold elements with
denite monodromy.
 Derived local isomorphisms for the orbifold stress tensors and WZW orbifold actions.
1
Many new orbifold duality transformations and some surprises are encountered in this ex-
tension.
The organization of this paper is best summarized by the names of its sections:
2. The General Semisimple WZW Model
3. The Automorphism Group H
4. The Eigen-objects of Sector 
5. The General WZW Orbifold Ag(H)=H
6. Orbifold Geometry
7. WZW Orbifold Examples
8. Implications for Orbifold Conformal Field Theory.
A central result is the WZW orbifold action on the usual solid cylinder
S^(T ) =− 1
8
Z





cTr(M(T ; ) ( g^−1(T ; )dg^(T ; ) )3 );  = 0; :::; Nc − 1 (1.3a)
g^(T ;  + 2; )N(r)N(s) = e−
2pii
R(σ)
(N(r)−N(s))g^(T ; ; )N(r)N(s) (1.3b)
for each twisted representation T in each sector  of each orbifold Ag(H)=H . Here (see
Sec. 5), Nc is the number of conjugacy classes of H and M(T ; ) is called the twisted data
matrix. The objects fg^g are the appropriate set of group orbifold elements with denite
monodromy (1.3b) when they are taken around the cylinder  !  + 2. The integers
N(r)  N(T ; r()) and R()  R(T ; ) depend explicitly on the symmetry group H , the
sector  and the twisted representation T . The equations of motion of the WZW orbifold
action are
J^(T ; ) = − i
2
g^−1(T ; )@+g^(T ; ); ^J(T ; ) = − i
2
g^(T ; )@−g^−1(T ; ) (1.4a)
@−J^(T ; ) = @+ ^J(T ; ) = 0 (1.4b)
where J^ and ^J are the matrix forms of the twisted left and right mover currents. These
local relations require that the monodromies of J^ and ^J are the same when both are taken
around the cylinder.
But this simple fact dictates a form of the general twisted current algebra in which
the twisted right and left mover current algebras are not a priori copies of each other (see
Subsec. 5.4). For the permutation orbifolds and the inner-automorphic orbifolds we are able
to show by a mode relabelling (see Sec. 7) that the situation is equivalent to copies, but we
do not have a proof for the general case (see Subsec. 8.2).



















n(r);  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (1.5b)
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for each twisted sector  of all the orbifolds of any nonlinear sigma model with a symmetry
group H which acts linearly on the coordinates (see Subsec. 6.3). Here the quantities x^,
G^(x^; ) and B^(x^; ) are the twisted Einstein coordinates, the twisted Einstein metric and
the twisted B eld respectively, and the integers () and n(r)  n(r()) depend explicitly
on the original sigma model, its symmetry group and the sector.
The classical results above are extended to orbifold conformal eld theory in Sec. 8, includ-
ing a canonical operator realization of the general twisted current algebra (see Subsec. 8.1)
and further discussion of the general current-algebraic orbifold A(H)=H (see Subsec. 8.2).
We also obtain a set of orbifold Einstein equations (see Subsec. 8.3) which are satised in
these sigma model orbifolds when the symmetric sigma model is 1-loop conformal, and which
we conjecture will control the twisted sectors of the sigma model orbifolds which are also
1-loop conformal.
A number of closely-related topics are discussed in the appendices, including a new set
of braid relations (Appendix A) which are associated to the extended H-eigenvalue problem
and an independent derivation of some of our central results using the method of twisted
ane Lie groups (Appendix E).
2 The General Semisimple WZW Model
2.1 Notation





[Ta; Tb] = ifab









Tr(M(k; T )TaTb) = Gab; GacG
cb = a
b ; [M(k; T ); Ta] = 0 (2.1c)
g(T; ) = ei
a()Ta ; g(T; )gy(T; ) = 1l; [M(k; T ); g(T; )] = 0 (2.1d)
a; b; c = 1; : : : ; dim g; ;  = 1; : : : ; dim T;  2 [0; 2) : (2.1e)
Here Ta is any matrix representation of the compact semisimple Lie algebra g, with metric
Gab and structure constants fab
c. The diagonal data matrixM(k; T ) stores information about
the Dynkin indices y of the matrix irreps and the ane levels k of each simple component of
g. The group elements g(T; ; t) parameterize the corresponding semisimple group manifold,
with tangent space coordinates , on a base space which is a cylinder (; t). As seen in (2.1),
we often suppress the time coordinate t.
When needed, the composite notation can be replaced by the explicit notation
g = IgI ; I = 0; : : : ; K − 1 (2.2a)
3
a −! a(I); I;  −! (I); I (2.2b)
Gab −! GaI;bJ = kIIa(I);b(I)IJ ; Gab −! GaI;bJ = k−1I a(I);b(I)I IJ (2.2c)
fab
c −! faI;bJ cK = f Ia(I);b(I)c(I)IJJK (2.2d)
(Ta)
 −! (TaI)JK = (T Ia )(I)(I)IJJK (2.2e)
M(k; T )

















 −! g(T )IJ = gI(T I)(I)(I)IJ ; gI(T I) = ei
∑
a 
aIT Ia : (2.2i)
Here I is the semisimplicity index and a(I), (I) are indices associated to the simple com-
ponent gI , with structure constants, Killing metric, matrix irrep and ane level f I , I , T I
and kI respectively.
These forms simplify considerably for permutation-invariant systems,
gI ’ g; a(I) = a; (I) =  (2.3a)





c; T Ia = Ta; kI = k (2.3b)
[Ta; Tb] = ifab









 ; a; b = 1; :::; dim g; ;  = 1; :::; dimT (2.3d)
where we have taken the same structure constants, Killing metric, matrix irrep T and ane
level for each simple copy gI ’ g. The relations in (2.3c) hold as well for simple g.
2.2 Local WZW Dynamics
We begin with a list of well-known local relations in the general semisimple WZW model
Ag, leaving the mode form of the corresponding current algebra to the following subsection.
 Equal-time current algebra and stress tensors
fJa(); Jb()g =2i(fabcJc()( − ) +Gab@( − )) (2.4a)
f Ja(); Jb()g =2i(fabc Jc()( − )−Gab@( − )) (2.4b)











Labg;1 Ja() Jb() =
1
4
Gab Ja() Jb() (2.5b)
fTg(); Tg()g = i( Tg() + Tg() ) @( − ) (2.5c)
4
f Tg(); Tg()g = −i( Tg() + Tg() ) @( − ) (2.5d)
fTg(); Tg()g = 0 (2.5e)
fTg(); Ja()g = iJa()@( − ); f Tg(); Ja()g = −i Ja()@( − ) (2.6a)
fTg(); Ja()g = f Tg(); Ja()g = 0 : (2.6b)
Here f ; g are equal-time Poisson brackets multiplied by a convenient extra factor of
i. The stress-tensor coecient Labg;1 = G
ab=2 in (2.5a), (2.5b) is the high-level limit of
the inverse inertia tensor Labg of the ane-Sugawara construction
6−11 on g.
 Group elements
fJa(); g(T; )g = 2(−)g(T; )Ta; f Ja(); g(T; )g = −2(−)Ta g(T; ) (2.7)
fTg(); g(T; )g = ( − )g(T; )J(T; ) (2.8a)
f Tg(); g(T; )g = −( − ) J(T; ) g(T; ) (2.8b)
J(T; )  Ja()GabTb; J(T; )  Ja()GabTb (2.8c)
Ja() = Tr(M(k; T )TaJ(T; )); Ja() = Tr(M(k; T )Ta J(T; )) : (2.8d)





d (Tg() + Tg()); P = −P  =
Z 2
0
d (Tg()− Tg()) (2.9a)
@mA(; t) = ifPm; A(; t)g; @m = (@t; @) (2.9b)
@−Ja(; t) = @+ Ja(; t) = 0; @−Tg(; t) = @+ Tg(; t) = 0; @  @t  @ (2.10a)
@tg(T; ; t) = i(g(T; ; t)J(T; ; t)− J(T; ; t)g(T; ; t)) (2.10b)
@g(T; ; t) = i(g(T; ; t)J(T; ; t) + J(T; ; t)g(T; ; t)) (2.10c)
@+g(T; ; t) = 2ig(T; ; t)J(T; ; t); @−g(T; ; t) = −2i J(T; ; t)g(T; ; t) (2.10d)
( − )@+g(T; ; t) = 2ifTg(; t); g(T; ; t)g (2.10e)
( − )@−g(T; ; t) = 2if Tg(; t); g(T; ; t)g : (2.10f)
The relations in (2.10e) and (2.10f) follow from (2.10d) and (2.8a-b).
 Action formulation12;11
5
SWZW (T ) = − 1
8
Z













d2 Tr( g−1I (T I)@+gI(T I) g−1I (T I)@−gI(T I)) + ::: (2.11b)
(g−1dg)3 = dt d d ABC(g−1@Ag)(g−1@Bg)(g−1@Cg); fA;B;Cg = ft; ; g (2.11c)
J(T; ; t) = − i
2
g−1(T; ; t)@+g(T; ; t) = Ja(; t)GabTb (2.12a)
J(T; ; t) = − i
2
g(T; ; t)@−g−1(T; ; t) = Ja(; t)GabTb (2.12b)
@−J(T; ; t) = @+ J(T; ; t) = 0 (2.12c)
Ja(; t) = − i
2
Tr(M(k; T )Ta g−1(T; ; t)@+g(T; ; t) ) (2.12d)
Ja(; t) = − i
2
Tr(M(k; T )Ta g(T; ; t)@−g−1(T; ; t) ) : (2.12e)
Here M(k; T ) is the data matrix in (2.1) and (2.2f), Γ is the usual solid cylinder and ABC
with t = 1 is the Levi-Civita density. The WZW action equations of motion (2.12a)-
(2.12c) follow because the data matrix is invertible and commutes with the group elements
(see Eq. (2.1)). Moreover, the action equations of motion are equivalent to the Hamiltonian
equations of motion (2.10a)-(2.10c).
2.3 Mode Form of the Current Algebra










and use the equal-time algebra (2.4) to obtain the mode form of the current algebra
fJa(m); Jb(n)g = ifabcJc(m+ n) +mGabm+n; 0 (2.14a)
f Ja(m); Jb(n)g = ifabc Jc(m+ n)−mGabm+n; 0 (2.14b)
fJa(m); Jb(n)g = 0 : (2.14c)
The left mover algebra (2.14a) is the bracket form of the general ane Lie algebra13;14;6,
which we call ane g. The algebra (2.14) is isomorphic to ane(g g). To see this, use the
mode-number reversed relabelling of the right mover modes






f Ja(m); J b(n)g = ifabc Jc(m+ n) +mGabm+n;0 (2.15b)
to rectify the right mover algebra (2.14b) into a commuting copy (2.15b) of the left mover
algebra.
The light-cone current algebra
Ja(t+)  Ja(; t); J(t−)  J(; t); t  t  (2.16a)
fJa(t+); Jb(t0+)g = 2i(fabcJc(t0+)(t+ − t0+) + Gab@t+(t+ − t0+)) (2.16b)
f Ja(t−); Jb(t0−)g = 2i(fabc Jc(t0−)(t− − t0−) + Gab@t−(t− − t0−)) (2.16c)
fJa(t+); Jb(t−)g = 0 (2.16d)
also follows from (2.13) and (2.14).
3 The Automorphism Group H
3.1 Action in Representation T
Let H  Aut(g) be a symmetry group (automorphism group) of the WZW model Ag(H)
and pick one representative h 2 H of each conjugacy class of H . At the Hamiltonian level,
the H-symmetry requires that15;1;2
Ja()
0  w(h)abJb(); Ja()0  w(h)ab Jb(); w(h)wy(h) = 1; w(h0) = 1 (3.1a)
fJa()0; Jb()0g = 2i(fabcJc()0( − ) +Gab@( − )) (3.1b)










0 Jb()0 = Tg() (3.1d)
w(h) 2 H  Aut(g);  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (3.1e)
where w(h) is the action of h 2 H in the adjoint of g and Nc is the number of conjugacy
classes of H . These requirements are satised15;1;2 when the metric G and the structure






fwy(h)f c= fabc; 8h2HAut(g): (3.2)
In what follows, these relations are called the H-symmetry of G and f .
At the action level, we require the symmetry as follows
g(T; )0 W (h;T )g(T; )W y(h;T ); g−1(T; )0 = W (h;T )g−1(T; )W y(h;T ) (3.3a)
W (h;T )
 : W (h;T )W
y(h;T ) = 1l; W (h0;T ) = 1l (3.3b)
SWZW [M; g]
0  SWZW [M; g0] = SWZW [M; g]; (3.3c)
W (h;T ) 2 H  Aut(g);  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (3.3d)
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where W (h;T ) is the action of h 2 H in matrix representation T of g. This requirement
is satised when the data matrix M has the H-symmetry
W y(h;T )M(k; T )W (h;T ) = M(k; T ); 8h 2 H  Aut(g) (3.4)
because SWZW (T ) is a trace class functional.
To nd the relation between the actions w(h) and W (h;T ), we also require that H is
an automorphism group of the mixed relations
fJa()0; g(T; )0g= 2(−)g(T; )0Ta; f Ja()0; g(T; )0g= −2(−)Ta g(T; )0 (3.5a)
J(T; )0 = Ja()0GabTb = − i
2
g−1(T; )0@+g(T; )0 (3.5b)
J(T; )0 = Ja()0GabTb = − i
2
g(T; )0@−g−1(T; )0 : (3.5c)
In conjunction with (3.2), we nd that these relations are satised i
W y(h;T )TaW (h;T ) = w(h)abTb; 8h 2 H  Aut(g) (3.6a)
W (h;T )TaW
y(h;T ) = wy(h)abTb (3.6b)
wy(h)ab(W y(h;T )TbW (h;T )) = w(h)ab(W (h;T )TbW y(h;T )) = Ta (3.6c)
where (3.6b) and (3.6c) are equivalent forms of (3.6a). Because these relations are unfamiliar,
we outline the steps for the verication of (3.5b)
Ja()
0GabTb = w(h)abJb()GacTc = Jb()Gcaw(h)abTc = Jb()Gba(wy(h)acTc ) (3.7a)
= Jb()G
ba(W (h;T )TaW y(h;T ) ) = W (h;T )(Jb()GbaTa)W y(h;T ) (3.7b)
= W (h;T )J(T; ) W
y(h;T ) = − i
2
g−1(T; )0@+g(T; )0 (3.7c)
where (3.2) and (3.6b) were used in (3.7a) and (3.7b) respectively.
In what follows, we call (3.6a) the linkage relation and we will refer to the equivalent
forms in (3.6c) as the H-invariance of the representation matrices T . It is clear that the
linkage relation, which constrains W given w, lies at the heart of the H-symmetry of Ag(H).
Here are some important consequences of the linkage relation. First, the linkage relation
guarantees that an H-transformation of a group element is still a group element,
g(T; ) = ei
a()Ta (3.8a)
g(T; )0 = W (h;T )g(T; )W y(h;T ) = ei
a()W (hσ ;T )TaW y(hσ;T ) = ei
a()0Ta (3.8b)
a()0  b()wy(h)ba (3.8c)
where the linkage relation in the form (3.6b) was used to obtain the nal form.
The linkage relation also tells us that W reduces to w
W (h;T
adj) = w(h); (T
adj
a )b
c  −ifabc (3.9)
8
when T is taken to be the adjoint representation. In this case, the linkage relation is equiv-
alent to the H-symmetry of the structure constants f in (3.2). One also nds that
T adj(s)  sT adjs−1 −! W (h;T adj(s)) = sw(h)s−1 (3.10)
for similarity-transformed versions of the adjoint representation.
Finally, the linkage relation gives us information about the orders () and R(T; ) of
w(h) and W (h;T ) respectively. These are the smallest integers which satisfy
w(h)
() = 1; W (h;T )
R(T;) = 1l (3.11a)
R(T adj ; ) = () : (3.11b)
Using these denitions and the linkage relation, we nd in general that
[W (h;T )
(); Ta] = 0; w(h)
R(T;) = 1; R(T;)() 2 Z>0 (3.12)
so that R(T; ) can be a positive multiple of (). In what follows, we will often abbreviate
R()  R(T; ).
3.2 The Extended H-Eigenvalue Problem
For the action w(h) of h 2 H in the adjoint, the H-eigenvalue problem
w(h)a
bU y()bn(r) = U y()an(r)En(r)();  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (3.13a)
En(r)() = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) ; n(r)  n(r()) 2 Z (3.13b)
En(r)()() = En(r)(); U y()an(r)(); = U y()an(r) (3.13c)
U y()U() = 1; U y(0) = 1; En(r)(0) = (0) = 1 (3.13d)
U()n(r)
aU y()an(s) = n(r)n(s) ; n(r)n(s)  n(r)−n(s);0mod () (3.13e)
n(r) = n(r)− ()bn(r)()c; n(r) 2 f0; :::; ()− 1g (3.13f)
was dened and studied in Refs. 1, 5 and 2. Here r  r() runs over the degenerate subspaces
of theH-eigenvalue problem. The unitary eigenvector matrix U y() and the eigenvalues E()
are periodic with period () in the spectral index n(r), while  = (r()) is a degeneracy
index. The pull-backs n(r) are identied in Ref. 2 as the twist classes of the twisted currents
of sector .
Correspondingly, we dene now the extended H-eigenvalue problem
W (h;T )
U y(T; )N(r) = U y(T; )N(r)EN(r)(T; );  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (3.14a)
EN(r)(T; ) = e
−2i N(r)
R(σ) ; N(r)  N(T; r()) 2 Z (3.14b)
EN(r)R()(T; ) = EN(r)(T; ); U y(T; )N(r)R(); = U y(T; )N(r) (3.14c)
U y(T; )U(T; ) = 1l; U y(T; 0) = 1l; EN(r)(T; 0) = R(T; 0) = 1 (3.14d)
U(T; )N(r)
U y(T; )N(s) = N(r)N(s) ; N(r)N(s)  N(r)−N(s);0 mod R() (3.14e)
N(r) = N(r)− R()bN(r)R()c; N(r) 2 f0; :::; R()− 1g (3.14f)
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W = U yEU; W y = U yEU; EE = 1l (3.15a)
WU y = U yE; UW = EU; UW  = EU; UW y = EU; W yU y = U yE (3.15b)
E(T; )N(r)
N(s)  N(r)N(s)EN(r)(T; ) (3.15c)
for the action W (h;T ) of h 2 H in matrix representation T . Here, the order R() 
R(T; ), the spectral index N(r)  N(T; r()) and the degeneracy index   (T; r())
can all depend on T . The relations in (3.15) are alternate forms of the extended eigenvalue
problem.
Because of the linkage relation (3.6), the two eigenvalue problems (3.13) and (3.14) are
not independent. In particular, the extended problem includes the original problem as the
special case when T = T adj :
W (h;T
adj) = w(h); R(T
adj ; ) = (); (T adja )b
c = −ifabc (3.16a)
E(T adj ; ) = E(); N(r) = n(r); U y(T adj ; ) = U y() : (3.16b)
Moreover, Appendix A remarks on a set of braid relations, induced by the linkage relation,
among the quantities of the two eigenvalue problems. Solutions of the extended H-eigenvalue
problem are discussed for general permutation groups and general groups of inner automor-
phisms in Sec. 7.
It is known1;2 that the eigenvectors U y() of the H-eigenvalue problem are Fourier basis
elements with periodicity () in the spectral index n(r), and similarly the eigenvectors
U y(T; ) of the extended problem are Fourier basis elements with periodicity R() = R(T; )
in the spectral index N(r). In what follows, all quantities inherit the periodicities
N(r) −! N(r) R(); n(r) −! n(r) () (3.17)
in the spectral indices fn(r)g, fN(r)g of the H-eigenvalue problems. Since R(T; ) can be
a multiple of (), this means in particular that all the orbifold duality transformations of
sector  are discrete Fourier transforms with fundamental period ().
We will also need the behavior of the eigenvalue problems under conjugation in H :
w(h) −! vy()w(h)v(); vy()v() = 1; v() 2 H (3.18a)
U y() −! vy()U y(); U() −! U()v() (3.18b)
v()a
cv()b
dGcd = Gab; v()a
dv()b
efde
fvy()f c = fabc (3.18c)
W (h;T ) −! vy(T; )W (h;T )v(T; ); vy(T; )v(T; ) = 1l; v(T; ) 2 H (3.18d)
U y(T; ) −! vy(T; )U y(T; ); U(T; ) −! U(T; )v(T; ) (3.18e)
vy(T; )Tav(T; ) = v()abTb : (3.18f)
The relations in (3.18c) follow from (3.2) because v() 2 H , and the rst three relations
in (3.18) were given in Refs. 1 and 2. Taken together, the conjugation relations (3.18)
preserve the linkage relation (3.6), and will allow us to check that all the orbifold duality
transformations of this paper are class functions.
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4 The Eigen-objects of Sector 
4.1 Eigencurrents and Eigengroup Elements
Eigen-objects are linear combinations of elds in the H-invariant theory, chosen so that they
have a diagonal response to the automorphism group.
Following Refs. 1 and 2, we dene the eigencurrents J ; J and the eigengroup elements
G of sector  as follows:
Jn(r)(; )  χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)aJa(); Jn(r)(; )  χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)a Ja() (4.1a)
G(T; ; )  U(T; )g(T; )U y(T; ) (4.1b)
G(T; ; )N(r)
N(s) = U(T; )N(r)
g(T; ; )
U y(T; )N(s) (4.1c)
G(T; ; )Gy(T; ; ) = 1l; G−1(T; ; ) = U(T; )g−1(T; ; )U y(T; ) (4.1d)
χ(σ)n(r)(); = χ(σ)n(r); χ(0)n(r) = 1 (4.1e)
where U y and U y(T ) are the eigenvector matrices respectively of the H-eigenvalue problem
(3.13) and its extension (3.14). The quantities χ(σ), which satisfy the conventions in (4.1e),
are otherwise arbitrary normalization constants.
The response of the eigen-objects to elements of the automorphism group are
Jn(r)(; )0 = En(r)()Jn(r)(; ); Jn(r)(; )0 = En(r)() Jn(r)(; ) (4.2a)
G(T; ; )0=E(T; )G(T; ; )E(T; ); G−1(T; ; )0=E(T; )G−1(T; ; )E(T; ) (4.2b)






The diagonal response of the eigencurrents is well known in the theory of current-algebraic
orbifolds1;2. To verify the two-sided diagonal response of the eigengroup elements, follow the
steps
G(T; ; )0=U(T; )g(T; )0U y(T; )=U(T; )W (h;T )g(T; )W y(h; T )U y(T; )
=E(T; ) U(T; )g(T; )U y(T; ) E(T; )=E(T; )G(T; ; )E(T; ) (4.3)
where the forms (3.15) of the extended H-eigenvalue problem were used to obtain the nal
form.
The next stage in the orbifold program is to rewrite all local relations in the symmetric
theory in terms of the corresponding eigen-objects. This step gives rise to orbifold duality
transformations, which express the twisted tensors in the orbifold as discrete Fourier trans-
forms of corresponding H-symmetric tensors in the symmetric theory. Moreover, the twisted
tensors satisfy selection rules which are dual to the H-symmetry of the original tensors.
The case of the eigencurrent OPE’s was worked out in Refs. 1 and 2 and a copy of the
equal-time eigencurrent algebra is given in the following subsection. Here one encounters the
orbifold duality transformations from the metric G and structure constants f to the twisted
metric G() and the twisted structure constants F() of sector 
G −!

G(G; ); f −!

F(f; ) : (4.4)
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The explicit form of these duality transformations is1;2
Gn(r);n(s)() = χ(σ)n(r)χ(σ)n(s)U()n(r)aU()n(s)bGab (4.5a)
= n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);() (4.5b)
Gn(r);n(s)() = χ(σ)−1n(r)χ(σ)−1n(s)GabU y()an(r)U y()bn(s) (4.5c)
= n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);() (4.5d)
Gn(r);n(t)()Gn(t);n(s)() = n(s)n(r) (4.5e)
Fn(r);n(s)n(t)() = χ(σ)n(r)χ(σ)n(s)χ(σ)−1n(t)U()n(r)aU()n(s)bfabcU y()cn(t) (4.5f)
= n(r)+n(s)−n(t);0 mod ()Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() (4.5g)
Fn(r);n(s)n(t)() = 0 unless n(r) + n(s) 2 fn(r)g : (4.5h)
The forms (4.5b), (4.5d) and (4.5g) are solutions to selection rules which are dual to the
H-invariance of G and f in (3.2). Twisted tensor indices can be lowered and raised with
the twisted metric and its inverse, and the twisted structure constants with all indices down
are totally antisymmetric. The twisted metric and twisted structure constants are also class
functions1;2 under conjugation in H
G(U()v(); ) = G(U(); ); F(U()v(); ) = F(U(); ) (4.6)
according to Eqs. (3.2), (3.18) and (4.5).
As an example beyond those of Refs. 1 and 2, we re-express the WZW action (2.11a) as
a functional of the eigengroup elements:















M(T; ) M(k; T; )  U(T; )M(k; T )U y(T; ) (4.7c)









IU y(T; )IN(s) : (4.7e)
Here we have encountered our rst new orbifold duality transformation, namely the twisted




which is a duality transformation from the untwisted data matrix M in (2.1).
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Important properties of the twisted data matrix include
[M(T; ); G(T; ; )] = 0 (4.9)





M(T; )N(r)N(s) = N(r)−N(s);0 mod ()M(T; )N(r)N(r) (4.10b)
where (4.9) follows from (2.1c). TheM-selection rule in (4.10a) is dual to the H-invariance
(3.4) of the data matrix M , and the solution of the selection rule is given in (4.10b). The
form ofM is particularly simple




for permutation-invariant WZW models and WZW models on simple g.
The twisted data matrix is also a class function
M(U(T; )v(T; ); ) =M(U(T; ); ) (4.12)
according to Eqs. (3.4), (3.18) and (4.7c). We nally remark that the H-invariance of the
action in the form (4.7)
S[M; G(T; )0] = S[M; G(T; )]; G(T; )0 = E(T; )G(T; )E(T; ) (4.13)
follows immediately from theM-selection rule in (4.10).
4.2 The Twisted Representation Matrices of Sector 
We consider next the twisted representation matrices T , which are duality transformations
T −!

T (T; ) (4.14)
from the untwisted representation matrices T . The explicit form of the twisted representation
matrices is
Tn(r)(T; )  χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)a(U(T; )TaU y(T; ) ) (4.15a)
Tn(r)(T; )N(r)N(s) = χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)a(U(T; )TaU y(T; ) )N(r)N(s) (4.15b)
Ta = Ta(T ) = U y()an(r)χ(σ)−1n(r)(U y(T; )Tn(r)(T; )U(T; ) ) (4.15c)
where we have noted the inverse T (T ) in (4.15c). These objects appear for example in the
equal-time brackets of the eigencurrents with the eigengroup elements
fJn(r)(; ); G(T ; ; )g = 2( − )G(T ; ; )Tn(r)(T; ) (4.16a)
f Jn(r)(; ); G(T ; ; )g =− 2( − )Tn(r)(T; ) G(T ; ; ) (4.16b)
G(T ; ; )  G(T (T ); ; ) (4.16c)
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and will play a central role in the orbifold dynamics below. As seen in (4.16c), we will gener-
ally use the inverse relations (4.15c) to consider as a function of T those objects previously
labelled by T .
The twisted representation matrices satisfy many important relations, includingTn(r)(T; ); Tn(s)(T; ) = iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()Tn(r)+n(s);(T; ) (4.17a)
[Tn(r)(T; ); Tn(s)(T; )Gn(s);n(t)()Tn(t)(T; )] = 0 (4.17b)
Fn(r)n(t);n(u)()  Fn(r);n(s)n(u)()Gn(s);n(t)() = −Fn(r)n(u);n(t)() (4.17c)cTr(M(T ; )Tn(r)(T; )Tn(s)(T; )) = Gn(r);n(s)()
= n(r)+n(s);0 mod () Gn(r);−n(r);()
(4.17d)
[M(T ; ); Tn(r)(T; )] = 0; M(T ; ) M(T (T ); ) (4.17e)
where G() and F() are the twisted metric and twisted structure constants of sector  in
(4.5). The Casimir property (4.17b) follows from (4.17a) because of the antisymmetry of the
twisted structure constants in (4.17c), while (4.17e) follows from (2.1c). The adjoint T y of
the twisted representation matrices is discussed in Appendix B.
The twisted representation matrices also satisfy the selection rules







)) = 0 (4.18b)







) = 0 : (4.18d)
These selection rules are dual to the linkage relation (3.6) and in particular to the forms
(3.6c) of the H-invariance of the representation matrices T . To see this, insert the forms
(3.6c) into the duality transformation (4.15a) and use both eigenvalue problems (3.14) and
(3.13). The useful intermediate relations
Ta(U) = w
y(h)abE(T; )Tb(U)E(T; ) = w(h)abE(T; )Tb(U)E(T; ) (4.19a)
Ta(U)  U(T; )TaU y(T; ) (4.19b)
follow from (3.6c) and the extended H-eigenvalue problem (3.14) alone.
The two sets of selection rules in (4.18) are equivalent, and the solution of the selection
rules is the \Wigner-Eckart" relation
Tn(r)(T; )N(s)N(t) = R(σ)
ρ(σ)








= 0 unless N(s) + R()() n(r) 2 fN(r)g (4.20b)
R(σ)
ρ(σ)
n(r)+N(s)−N(t);0 mod R() = n(r)+ ρ(σ)
R(σ)







in terms of the reduced twisted matrices on the right. The Kronecker delta in (4.20a) can
be replaced by either of the equivalent forms in (4.20c). We remark that
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[E(T; )(); Tn(r)(T; ) ] = 0 (4.21)
follows from (4.20a) or (3.12) and the extended H-eigenvalue problem.
The twisted representation matrices are also class functions under conjugation in H
T (U()v(); U(T; )v(T; ); ) = T (U(); U(T; ); ) (4.22)
according to (3.18), (4.15) and the linkage relation (3.6). More generally, all the duality
transformations of this paper are class functions, although we will not mention this explicitly
below.
Finally, it will also be useful to dene the rescaled twisted representation matrices
~Tn(r)(T; )N(s)N(t)  χ(T; )N(s) χ(T; )−1N(t)Tn(r)(T; )N(s)N(t)
= χ(σ)n(r) χ(T; )N(s) χ(T; )
−1
N(t)U()n(r)
a(U(T; )TaU y(T; ) )N(s)
N(t) (4.23a)
[ ~Tn(r)(T; ); ~Tn(s)(T; )] = iFn(r);n(s)n(t)() ~Tn(t)(T; ) (4.23b)
χ(T; )N(r)R(); = χ(T; )N(r);; χ(T; 0)N(r) = 1 (4.23c)
χ(T adj ; )n(r)  χ(σ)n(r); (T adja )bc = −ifabc (4.23d)
~Tn(r)(T adj ; )n(s)n(t) = −iFn(r);n(s)n(t)() (4.23e)
where fχ(T; )g are an extended set of normalization constants subject to the conventions
in (4.23c) and (4.23d). Then the rescaled twisted matrices ~T (T adj ; ) are related by (4.23e)
to the twisted structure constants F(). We shall encounter these rescaled matrices again
in Sec. 6 and Appendix D.
4.3 The Tangent Space Eigencoordinates of Sector 
The explicit form of the eigengroup elements in terms of the twisted representation matrices
T is








The quantities fbn(r)g in (4.24) are called the tangent space eigencoordinates of sector ,
because their response to the automorphism group is diagonal
bn(r)(; )0 = χ(σ)−1n(r)
a(; )0U y()an(r) = b
n(r)(; )En(r)()
 : (4.25)
To see this, use Eq. (3.8c) and the H-eigenvalue problem (3.13).
The closely-related response
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(bn(r)(; )0Tn(r)(T; )) = E(T; )(bn(r)(; )Tn(r)(T; ))E(T; ) (4.26)
follows from (4.25) and the selection rules (4.18) for T , so the equivalence of the automorphic
responses
eib
n(r)µ(;)0Tn(r)µ(T;) = E(T; )eib
n(r)µ(;)Tn(r)µ(T;)E(T; ) (4.27a)
(G(T ; ; )0)N(r)N(s) = e−2i
N(r)−N(s)
R(σ) G(T ; ; )N(r)N(s)
 ! bn(r)(; )0 = bn(r)(; )e2i n(r)ρ(σ) (4.27b)
is veried to all orders in b. In what follows, we often abbreviate b()  b(; ).
5 The General WZW Orbifold Ag(H)=H
5.1 Local Isomorphisms
To go to sector  of the WZW orbifold Ag(H)=H , we apply the principle of local
isomorphisms3;1;2. This principle tells us to replace all eigen-objects by corresponding twisted
objects, whose monodromies are taken to be the old automorphic responses. In the present
case, we have
J (; ); J (; ) −!

J^(; ); ^J(; ) (5.1a)
G(T ; ; ) −!

g^(T ; ; ); b(; ) −!

^(; ); g^(T ; ; ) = ei^n(r)µ(;)Tn(r)µ(T;) (5.1b)
automorphism response En(r)() −!

monodromy En(r)() (5.1c)
automorphism response EN(r)() −!

monodromy EN(r)() : (5.1d)
Here, J^n(r)(; ), ^Jn(r)(; ) are the twisted currents, and the set of group orbifold elements
fg^g = fg^(T ; ; )N(r)N(s)g (5.2)
parameterize the general group orbifold in sector  of Ag(H)=H . The quantities f^n(r)g are
called the twisted tangent space coordinates of the group orbifold.







(; )χ(σ)n(r)^n(r)(; )U()n(r)a (5.3a)
g(T; ()) =ei
a()Ta (5.3b)
g^(T ; ; ) = U(T; ) g(T; ()!








where (5.3a) is obtained by combining (4.24d) and (5.1b). The objects fb^ag are identied
in Appendix C as tangent space coordinates with twisted boundary conditions. The form in
(5.3d) shows that the group orbifold elements are locally isomorphic to a reparameterization
of the original group elements g.
The local isomorphisms also tell us that the group orbifold elements are still unitary
g^(T ; ; )g^(T ; ; )y = g^(T ; ; )yg^(T ; ; ) = 1l : (5.4)
The complex conjugation of ^ and the unitarity of g^ are further discussed in Appendix B.
The discussion of Appendix C gives an overview of the group and group orbifold elements
discussed above, including their relation to group elements with twisted boundary conditions.
We will also need the derived local isomorphisms1;2 for the stress tensors and the action
Tg(); Tg() −!

T^(); ^T (); S[M; G] −!

S^[M; g^] (5.5)
which follow from the local isomorphisms (5.1) after rewriting the untwisted objects in terms
of the eigen-objects (see e.g. (4.7)).
5.2 Monodromies
The monodromies of the twisted currents, the group orbifold elements and the twisted tan-
gent space coordinatesa
J^n(r)( + 2; ) = En(r)()J^n(r)(; ); ^Jn(r)( + 2; ) = En(r)() ^Jn(r)(; ) (5.6a)
g^(T ; +2; )=E(T; )g^(T ; ; )E(T; ); ^n(r)(+2; )= ^n(r)(; )En(r)() (5.6b)
g^−1(T ; +2; )=E(T; )g^−1(T ; ; )E(T; ) (5.6c)
En(r)() = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) ; EN(r)(T; ) = e
−2i N(r)
R(σ) (5.6d)
follow immediately from the local isomorphisms (5.1). The two-sided diagonal monodromy
of the group orbifold elements in (5.6b) is a central result of this paper. The twisted tangent
space coordinates ^ also have denite monodromy, a property not generally shared by other
choices of coordinates on the twisted tangent space.
Moreover, the closely-related monodromy
^n(r)( + 2; )Tn(r)(T; ) = E(T; )( ^n(r)(; )Tn(r)(T; ) )E(T; ) (5.7)
follows from (5.6) and the selection rules (4.18) for the twisted representation matrices. Then
we may verify that the ^ and g^ monodromies in (5.6) are consistent
ei^
n(r)µ(+2;)Tn(r)µ(T;) = E(T; )ei^
n(r)µ(;)Tn(r)µ(T;)E(T; ) (5.8a)
g^(T ;  + 2; )N(r)N(s) = e−2i
N(r)−N(s)
R(σ) g^(T ; ; )N(r)N(s)
 ! ^n(r)( + 2; ) = ^n(r)(; )e2i n(r)ρ(σ)
(5.8b)
aThe automorphic response of g and hence the ξ-monodromy of g^ is the same when the group orbifold
elements are extended to the solid cylinder Γ.
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to all orders in ^.
We also note that the multiplication law
g^3(T ; ; )  g^1(T ; ; )g^2(T ; ; ) (5.9a)
^3(; ) = ^1(; ) + ^2(; ) +O(^
2) (5.9b)
g^i(T ;  + 2; ) = E(T; )g^i(T ; ; )E(T; ); i = 1; 2; 3 (5.9c)
preserves the monodromies of the group orbifold elements of sector .
5.3 Local WZW Orbifold Dynamics
Continuing with the local isomorphisms, the list of local WZW relations in Subsec. 2.2 gives
the local dynamics of each sector  of the WZW orbifold Ag(H)=H .
 Twisted equal-time current algebra and orbifold stress tensors
fJ^n(r)(; ); J^n(s)(; )g = 2i(Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()J^n(r)+n(s);(; )( − )
+ n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);()@( − ) ) (5.10a)
f ^Jn(r)(; ); ^Jn(s)(; )g = 2i(Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);(; )( − )
− n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);()@( − ) ) (5.10b)
fJ^n(r)(; ); ^Jn(s)(; )g = 0;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (5.10c)












Gn(r);−n(r);() ^Jn(r)(; ) ^J−n(r);(; ) (5.11c)
Lg;1 −!





T^( + 2) = T^(); ^T ( + 2) = ^T () (5.11e)
fT^(); T^()g = i( T^() + T^() ) @( − ) (5.11f)
f ^T (); ^T ()g =− i( ^T () + ^T () ) @( − ) (5.11g)
fT^(); ^T ()g = 0 (5.11h)
fT^(); J^n(r)(; )g = iJ^n(r)(; )@( − ) (5.12a)
f ^T (); ^Jn(r)(; )g = −i ^Jn(r)(; )@( − ) (5.12b)
fT^(); ^Jn(r)(; )g = f ^T (); J^n(r)(; )g = 0 : (5.12c)
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The general twisted equal-time current algebra in (5.10) is isomorphic to the equal-time
algebra of the eigencurrents J , J dened in (4.1). The coecients G() and F() in (5.10)
are the twisted metric and twisted structure constants in (4.5). The coecient Lg^();1 in
(5.11d) is the high-level limit of the twisted inverse inertia tensor Lg^() of the general orbifold
ane-Sugawara construction1;2.
 Group orbifold elements
g^(T ; ; )N(r)R();N(s) = g^(T ; ; )N(r)N(s)R(); = g^(T ; ; )N(r)N(s) (5.13a)
[M(T ; ); g^(T ; ; )] = 0 (5.13b)
fJ^n(r)(; ); g^(T ; ; )g = 2( − )g^(T ; ; )Tn(r)(T; ) (5.14a)
f ^Jn(r)(; ); g^(T ; ; )g =− 2( − )Tn(r)(T; ) g^(T ; ; ) (5.14b)
fJ^n(r)(; ); g^(T ; ; )N(s)N(t)g







f ^Jn(r)(; ); g^(T ; ; )N(s)N(t)g
= −2( − )Tn(r)(T; )N(s)N(s)+
R(σ)
ρ(σ)






fT^(); g^(T ; ; )g = ( − )g^(T ; ; )J^(T ; ; ) (5.15a)
f ^T (); g^(T ; ; )g = −( − ) ^J(T ; ; ) g^(T ; ; ) (5.15b)
J^(T ; ; )  J^(; )n(r)Gn(r);n(s)()Tn(s)(T; )
= J^(; )n(r)Gn(r);−n(r);()T−n(r);(T; ) (5.15c)
^J(T ; ; )  ^J(; )n(r)Gn(r);n(s)()Tn(s)(T; )
= ^J(; )n(r)Gn(r);−n(r);()T−n(r);(T; ) (5.15d)
J^n(r)(; ) = cTr(M(T ; )Tn(r)(T; )J^(T ; ; )) (5.15e)
^Jn(r)(; ) = cTr(M(T ; )Tn(r)(T; ) ^J(T ; ; )) : (5.15f)
Eq. (5.13b) follows from the local isomorphisms, using Eqs. (4.9) and (4.17e). The last two
relations in (5.14) are matrix element forms, using (4.18), of the rst two relations. The
objects J^(T ), ^J(T ) are the matrix forms of the twisted currents.




d (T^() + ^T ()); (P^) =
Z 2
0
d (T^()− ^T ()) (5.16a)
@mA^(; t; ) = if(P^m); A^(; t; )g (5.16b)
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@−J^n(r)(; t; ) = @+ ^Jn(r)(; t; ) = 0; @−T^(; t) = @+ ^T (; t) = 0 (5.17a)
@tg^(T ; ; t) = i(g^(T ; ; t)J^(T ; ; t)− ^J(T ; ; t)g^(T ; ; t)) (5.17b)
@g^(T ; ; t) = i(g^(T ; ; t)J^(T ; ; t) + ^J(T ; ; t)g^(T ; ; t)) (5.17c)
@+g^(T ; ; t) = 2ig^(T ; ; t)J^(T ; ; t); @−g^(T ; ; t) = −2i ^J(T ; ; t)g^(T ; ; t) (5.17d)
( − )@+g^(T ; ; t) = 2ifT^(; t); g^(T ; ; t)g (5.17e)
( − )@−g^(T ; ; t) = 2if ^T (; t); g^(T ; ; t)g : (5.17f)
As seen here, we often choose for brevity to suppress the sector label .
 WZW orbifold action
S^(T )  S^[M; g^] =− 1
8
Z










N(r);  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (5.18b)
(g^−1dg^)3 = dt d d ABC(g^−1@Ag^)(g^−1@B g^)(g^−1@C g^); fA;B;Cg = ft; ; g (5.18c)
S^[M(T ; ); g^(T ;  + 2; )] = S^[M(T ; ); g^(T ; ; )] (5.19)
J^(T ; ; t)  − i
2
g^−1(T ; ; t)@+g^(T ; ; t) = J^n(r)(; t)Gn(r);−n(r);()T−n(r);(T; ) (5.20a)
^J(T ; ; t)  − i
2
g^(T ; ; t)@−g^−1(T ; ; t) = ^Jn(r)(; t)Gn(r);−n(r);()T−n(r);(T; ) (5.20b)
@−J^(T ; ; t) = @+ ^J(T ; ; t) = 0 (5.20c)
J^n(r)(; t) = − i
2
cTr(M(T ; )Tn(r)(T; ) g^−1(T ; ; t)@+g^(T ; ; t) ) (5.20d)
^Jn(r)(; t) = − i
2
cTr(M(T ; )Tn(r)(T; ) g^(T ; ; t)@−g^−1(T ; ; t) ) : (5.20e)
The general WZW orbifold action (5.18) is a central result of this paper. It is the correct
action functional for each twisted representation T in each sector  of any WZW orbifold
Ag(H)=H .
The trivial monodromy (5.19) of the general WZW orbifold action follows immediately
from the g^ and g^−1 monodromies in (5.6b), (5.6c) and the selection rule (4.10) of the twisted
data matrix M. The equations of motion (5.20a)-(5.20c) of the WZW orbifold action fol-
low because M is invertible and commutes with the group orbifold elements (see (5.13b)).
Moreover, the orbifold action equations of motion are equivalent to the orbifold Hamilto-
nian equations of motion (5.17a)-(5.17d). See Sec. 7 for further details in the case of the
permutation orbifolds and the inner automorphic orbifolds.
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The local orbifold relations (5.20a,b) also provide what is perhaps the simplest example
of the consistent interrelation among the monodromies of g^, J^n(r) and ^Jn(r): In the rst
place, the g^ and g^−1monodromies in (5.6b) and (5.6c) give the same monodromies
J^(T ;  + 2)N(r)N(s) = e−2i
N(r)−N(s)
R(σ) J^(T ; )N(r)N(s) (5.21a)
^J(T ;  + 2)N(r)N(s) = e−2i
N(r)−N(s)
R(σ) ^J(T ; )N(r)N(s) (5.21b)
for the matrix forms of the twisted currents. On the other hand, the selection rule (4.18) for
T in the form
e−2i
n(r)
ρ(σ)T−n(r);(T; )N(s)N(t) = T−n(r);(T; )N(s)N(t)e−2i
N(s)−N(t)
R(σ) (5.22)
and the monodromy of J^n(r)() in (5.6a) give the same result






for the twisted left movers. The same consistency is veried for the twisted right mover
currents ^Jn(r)() in (5.20b). As a consequence the local orbifold relations (5.20a,b) require,
by themselves, what we already knew from the local isomorphisms: The twisted left and
right mover currents J^n(r)(), ^Jn(r)() have the same monodromies when both are taken
around the cylinder  !  + 2.
5.4 Mode Form of the General Twisted Current Algebra
Having completed the local tangent space formulation of WZW orbifolds, we turn now to
the implied mode formulation.




















J^n(r)();(m 1 + n(r)()() ) =J^n(r)(m+ n(r)()) (5.24c)
^Jn(r)();(m 1 + n(r)()() ) = ^Jn(r)(m+ n(r)() ) (5.24d)
where the mode periodicities in (5.24c)-(5.24d) follow from (5.24a), (5.24b) and the period-
icities of the currents in Eq. (5.10d).
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Then the general twisted current algebra
fJ^n(r)(m+ n(r)() ); J^n(s)(n+ n(s)() )g =i Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() J^n(r)+n(s);(m+ n + n(r)+n(s)() )




f ^Jn(r)(m+ n(r)() ); ^Jn(s)(n+ n(s)() )g =i Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);(m+ n + n(r)+n(s)() )




fJ^n(r)(m+ n(r)() ); ^Jn(s)(n + n(s)())g = 0;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (5.25c)
is obtained from the general twisted equal-time algebra (5.10). The operator analogue of
the general twisted left mover current algebra (5.25a) was called g^() = g^(H  Aut(g); )
in Refs. 1 and 2. The twisted right mover algebra in (5.25b) has the same form as the
twisted left mover algebra, but with the opposite sign of the central term. Both algebras are
consistent with the Jacobi identity2, since the F and G terms satisfy the identity separately.
We will nd it convenient to refer to the general twisted current algebra (5.25) as
g^(h) ^g(h) (5.26a)
g^(h)  g^(H  Aut(g);h)  g^(H  Aut(g); ) (5.26b)
and more generally to follow the convention  ! h below.
In fact the twisted right mover algebra of sector  is not a new algebra. To understand
this, consider rst the mode-number reversed form of this algebra
f ^Jn(r)(m+ n(r)() ); ^Jn(s)(n+ n(s)() )g=iF−n(r);;−n(s);−n(r)−n(s);(h) ^Jn(r)+n(s);(m+n+ n(r)+n(s)() )






() )  ^J−n(r);(−m− n(r)() ) (5.27b)
which exhibits the correct sign of the central term.
We claim that the algebra (5.27) is isomorphic to the twisted left mover current algebra
of the sector corresponding to h−1 2 H
^g(h) ’ g^(h−1 ) : (5.28)
To see this, one needs to compare the corresponding forms of the H-eigenvalue problem
w(h−1 ) = w
y(h); (h−1 ) = (h) (5.29a)
w(h)U
y(h) = U y(h)En(r)(h) (5.29b)
w(h−1 )U
y(h) = wy(h)U y(h) = U y(h)En(r)(h) (5.29c)
where we used (3.15) to obtain (5.29c). This allows us to choose
U y(h−1 )a
n(r) = U y(h)a−n(r); (5.30)
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and then the duality transformations for G() and F() in (4.5) imply that
Gn(r);n(s)(h−1 )=G−n(r);;−n(s);(h); Fn(r);n(s)n(t)(h−1 )=F−n(r);;−n(s);−n(t);(h) (5.31a)
f ^Jn(r)(m+ n(r)() ); ^Jn(s)(n+ n(s)() )g =iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);(h−1 ) ^Jn(r)+n(s);(m+ n+ n(r)+n(s)() )




which establishes the claim. This argument identies the general twisted current algebra as
ane(g  g) −!

g^(h) ^g(h) ’ g^(h) g^(h−1 ) (5.32)
in sector  of Ag(H)=H .
The identication (5.32) leaves open the question of when the twisted right and left mover
current algebras are copies g^(h−1 ) ’ g^(h), which we call the rectification problem. For the
permutation orbifolds and the inner-automorphic orbifolds we shall see in Sec. 7 that it is
possible to choose further rescalings
^Jn(r)(m+
n(r)
() )  n(r)() ^J−n(r);(−m− n(r)() ) (5.33a)










which rectify the right mover algebra g^(h−1 ) into a copy g^(h) of the left mover algebra of
sector . However, we do not have a proof that such rectication can be extended across
all right mover algebras g^(h−1 ). Some general remarks on the rectication problem are also
included in Subsec. 8.2.
Finally, we give the equivalent twisted light-cone current algebra
J^n(r)(t+)  J^n(r)(; t; ); ^Jn(r)(t−)  ^Jn(r)(; t; ); t  t  (5.34a)
fJ^n(r)(t+); J^n(s)(t0+)g = 2i(Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()J^n(r)+n(s);(t0+)(t+ − t0+)
+ n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);()@t+(t+ − t0+) ) (5.34b)
f ^Jn(r)(t−); ^Jn(s)(t0−)g = 2i(Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);(t0−)(t− − t0−)
+ n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);()@t−(t− − t0−) ) (5.34c)
fJ^n(r)(t+); ^Jn(s)(t−)g = 0 : (5.34d)
J^n(r)(t+ + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) J^n(r)(t+); ^Jn(r)(t− − 2) = e−2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) J^n(r)(t−) (5.34e)
where the light-cone monodromies in (5.34e) correspond to the usual path  −!  + 2
around the cylinder. There is another (on shell) monodromy
J^n(r)(t+ + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) J^n(r)(; t); ^Jn(r)(t− + 2) = e
+2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) ^Jn(r)(; t) (5.35)
which corresponds to t −! t+2, but this is not a closed path on the cylinder or the sphere
t! −i; z = e+i; z = e−i : ( !  + 2) ! (z ! z e2i; z ! z e−2i) (5.36)
where  is real Euclidean time.
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6 Orbifold Geometry
6.1 Bracket Realization of the General Twisted Current Algebra
In this and the following subsection, we extend the tangent space considerations above to ll
in the geometric steps omitted in going from the orbifold Hamiltonian to the orbifold action
formulation. In particular, we will choose twisted Einstein coordinates, give the canonical
(bracket) realization of the general twisted current algebra and use the result to obtain the
twisted sigma model form of the WZW orbifold action. The results below can be obtained
by either of two methods
 Eigen-objects and Local Isomorphisms
 Twisted Ane Lie Groups .
The second method is a straightforward extension of Clubok and Halpern’s method of
ane Lie groups16 which was originally used to nd a canonical (quantum) realization of
ane(g g). In fact, we have checked the results of these subsections both ways and,
although the two methods are very dierent, we nd total agreement. Here, we give only
nal results, referring the reader to Subsec. 6.4 and Appendix E for further details of the two
methods.
Our rst task is to choose twisted Einstein coordinates x^()  x^() of denite
monodromy, a property which can hold only in a preferred class of coordinate systems.
For simplicity, we choose the coordinate system x^() = ^() in which the twisted Einstein
coordinates are equal to the twisted tangent space coordinates ^:
x^n(r) ()  ^n(s)(; )e^−1(0)n(s)n(r) = ^n(r)(; ); e^(0)n(r)n(s) = n(r)n(s) (6.1a)
x^n(r) ( + 2) = x^
n(r)
 ()En(r)()
; g^(T ; ; ) = eix^n(r)µσ ()Tn(r)µ(T;) : (6.1b)
Here e^(0) = 1 is the twisted vielbein of sector  evaluated at x^ = 0 (see below).
Then we can state the canonical (bracket) realization of the general twisted equal-time
current algebra (5.10)




















fx^n(r)(); p^n(s)()g = i( − )n(s)n(r); (6.2d)
x^n(r)( + 2) = x^n(r)()e2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) ; p^n(r)( + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) p^n(r)() (6.2e)
in sector  of Ag(H)=H . Here, G() is the twisted tangent space metric in (4.5) and p^() 
p^() are the twisted Einstein momenta. Beyond x^ and p^, the result (6.2) involves the twisted
vielbeins e^ and ^e and the twisted B eld B^, dened below.
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The twisted vielbeins e^, ^e are dened as follows
@^n(r)()  @@x^n(r)µ() ; @^n(r)( + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) @^n(r)() (6.3a)
e^n(r)(T ; x^())  −ig^−1(T ; )@^n(r)g^(T ; )  e^(x^())n(r)n(s)Tn(s)(T; ) (6.3b)
e^(x^())n(r)
n(s) = cTr(M(T ; )e^n(r)(T ; x^())T (T; )n(t) )Gn(t);n(s)() (6.3c)











e^−1(x^)n(r)n(t) e^(x^)n(t)n(s) = n(r)n(s) ; e^−1(x^)n(r)n(s) e^(T ; x^)n(s) = Tn(r)(T; ) (6.3f)
e^n(r)(T ; x^())  e^n(r)(T ; x^(); ); e^(x^())n(r)n(s)  e^(x^(); )n(r)n(s) (6.3g)
^en(r)(T ; x^())  −ig^(T ; )@^n(r)g^−1(T ; )  ^e(x^())n(r)n(s)Tn(s)(T; ) (6.4a)
^e(x^())n(r)
n(s) = cTr(M(T ; )^en(r)(T ; x^())T (T; )n(t) )Gn(t);n(s)() (6.4b)




















n(s) ^e(T ; x^)n(s) = Tn(r)(T; ) (6.4e)
^en(r)(T ; x^())  ^en(r)(T ; x^(); ); ^e(x^())n(r)n(s)  ^e(x^(); )n(r)n(s) (6.4f)
and the inverse twisted vielbeins e^−1, ^e−1 have the same monodromies as the twisted
vielbeins. According to the selection rules (4.18) for T , the monodromies (6.3d) and (6.4c)
of e^(T ), ^e(T ) are consistent with the monodromies (6.3e) and (6.4d) of e^ and ^e. The twisted
vielbeins e^(T ), e^ and ^e(T ), ^e are also invariant respectively under left and right translations
g^ ! g^0g^ and g^ ! g^g^0 on the group orbifold.
The denitions of the twisted B eld B^ and the twisted torsion eld H^ are
H^n(r);n(s);n(t)(x^)  @^n(r)B^n(s);n(t)(x^) + @^n(s)B^n(t);n(r)(x^) + @^n(t)B^n(r);n(s)(x^) (6.5a)





B^n(r);n(s)(x^(ξ + 2pi)) = e
−2i n(r)+n(s)
ρ(σ) B^n(r);n(s)(x^(ξ)); B^n(r);n(s) = −B^n(s);n(r) (6.6a)
H^n(r);n(s);n(t)(x^( + 2)) = e
−2i n(r)+n(s)+n(t)
ρ(σ) H^n(r);n(s);n(t)(x^()) (6.6b)
H^(x^())  H^(x^(); ); B^(x^())  B^(x^(); ) (6.6c)
where H^ and the twisted structure constants F() in (6.5c) are totally antisymmetric.
We will also need the denition of the twisted adjoint action Ω^
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g^(T ; ; )Tn(r)(T; )g^−1(T ; ; ) = Ω^(x^)n(r)n(s)Tn(s)(T; ) (6.7a)
Ω^(x^)n(r)
n(t)Ω^(x^)n(s)
n(u)Gn(t);n(u)() = Gn(r);n(s)() (6.7b)
^e(x^)n(r)
n(s) =−e^(x^)n(r)n(t)Ω^(x^)n(t)n(s) ; ^e−1(x^)n(r)n(s) =−Ω^−1(x^)n(r)n(t) e^−1(x^)n(t)n(s)
(6.7c)
Ω^(x^)  Ω^(x^; )  e−iH^(x^); H^(x^())  H^(x^(); )  x^n(r) () ~Tn(r)(T adj ; ) (6.7d)
~Tn(r)(T adj ; )n(s)n(t) = χ(σ)n(s)χ(σ)−1n(t)Tn(r)(T adj ; )n(s)n(t) =−iFn(r);n(s)n(t)() (6.7e)
which relates the twisted vielbeins e^, ^e. The rescaled twisted matrices ~T (T; ) were dened in
(4.23) and the relation between the twisted adjoint action Ω^ and the group orbifold element
g^ is discussed in Appendix D.
To verify that the twisted currents (6.2) satisfy the general twisted equal-time current
algebra (5.10), one uses (6.5a), (6.5b), (6.7c) and the twisted Cartan-Maurer and inverse
twisted Cartan-Maurer relations
@^n(r)e^(x^)n(s)
n(t) − @^n(s) e^(x^)n(r)n(t) = e^(x^)n(r)n(u)e^(x^)n(s)n(v)Fn(u);n(v)n(t)() (6.8a)
e^−1(x^)n(r)n(t) @^n(t) e^−1(x^)n(s)n(u) − e^−1(x^)n(s)n(t) @^n(t) e^−1(x^)n(r)n(u)
= Fn(s);n(r)n(t)()e^−1(x^)n(t)n(u) (6.8b)
which also have the same form for e^ −! ^e.
Finally, we give the explicit forms of the twisted vielbein e^ and the twisted B eld B^
e^(x^)n(r)














which follow from the denitions above in the preferred coordinate system (6.1).
6.2 Twisted Sigma Model Form of the WZW Orbifold Action
Starting from the orbifold Hamiltonian (5.16a) and the canonical representation (6.2) of the





















G^n(r);n(s)(x^( + 2)) = e
−2i n(r)+n(s)
ρ(σ) G^n(r);n(s)(x^()) (6.10e)
G^n(r);n(s)(x^( + 2)) = G^n(r);n(s)(x^())e
+2i n(r)+n(s)
ρ(σ) (6.10f)
G^n(r);n(s)(x^)  G^n(r);n(s)(x^; ); G^n(r);n(s)(x^)  G^n(r);n(s)(x^; ) (6.10g)
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where G() is the twisted tangent space metric in (4.5), G^(x^) is the twisted Einstein metric
and G^ is the inverse twisted Einstein metric. The further results
@tx^















then follow from the orbifold Hamiltonian equations of motion.
Finally, we may eliminate the twisted momenta p^ in favor of the twisted time derivatives
@tx^ to obtain the twisted sigma model form of the WZW orbifold action
S^ = S^(T ) =
Z
d2 L^(x^());  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (6.12a)
L^(x^()) = 1
8
(G^n(r);n(s)(x^) + B^n(r);n(s)(x^))@+x^n(r)@−x^n(s) (6.12b)
L^(x^( + 2)) = L^(x^()) : (6.12c)
The trivial monodromy (6.12c) of the Lagrange density L^ follows from the monodromies of
x^, G^ and B^ in (6.2), (6.6) and (6.10).
The twisted sigma model form (6.12) of the WZW orbifold action is equal to the form
(5.18) in terms of the group orbifold elements. Equality of the kinetic terms follow from
(6.3b) and (4.17d), and one needs the orbifold \Gauss’ law"cTr(M (g^−1dg^)3) = d2ξdρ ∂AjA, jA  32ABC∂B x^n(r)∂C x^n(s)B^n(r);n(s) (6.13a)Z
Γ





to see that the B^ term of (6.12) is equal to the twisted WZW term in (5.18).
6.3 Orbifolds of the Sigma Model with a Linear Symmetry
As we shall see, the geometric results of Subsecs. 6.1 and 6.2 can also be derived by local
isomorphisms. We begin this discussion more generally however by studying the orbifolds of
nonlinear sigma models with a certain type of symmetry which we call linear.
Suppose we are given a nonlinear sigma model on a manifold M with a set of localb
coordinates fxig, and that the sigma model has a symmetry group H which acts linearly on
the coordinates as follows:
SNLS =
Z






= xi(wy)ij; @i(wy)jk = 0 (6.14b)
bA complete treatment of the nonlinear sigma model should include discussion of global issues, but we
will not do so here.
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Gij(x)
0  Gij(x0) = wilwjkGlk(x); Bij(x)0  Bij(x0) = wilwjkBlk(x) (6.14c)
LNLS(x)0 = LNLS(x0) = LNLS(x) (6.14d)
w  w(h); 8h 2 H ; i; j = 1; :::; dimM : (6.14e)
Linearity of the symmetry transformations can be maintained only in certain preferred co-
ordinate systems: In conventional language, we are considering the special case of a sym-
metry group H with one xed point of M in each sector , and the preferred coordinate
systems are those in which the xed points are at the origin for all . This restriction
denes a broad class of symmetric sigma models including (see Subsec. 6.4) the WZW mod-
els Ag(H), the H-invariant principal chiral models and presumably the general H-invariant
coset construction5;2.
The H-eigenvalue problem for this setup has the form
w(h)i
jU y()jn(r) =U y()in(r)En(r)(); En(r)()= e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) ;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (6.15)
in analogy with the tangent spaceH-eigenvalue problem in (3.13). The relevant eigen-objects
and their responses to the symmetry group are:
Xn(r)(x)Xn(r) (x)χ(σ)−1n(r)xiU y()in(r); xi(X)= χ(σ)n(r)Xn(r) (x)U()n(r)i (6.16a)
Gn(r);n(s)(X)  χ(σ)n(r)χ(σ)n(s)U()n(r)iU()n(s)jGij(x(X)) (6.16b)
Bn(r);n(s)(X)  χ(σ)n(r)χ(σ)n(s)U()n(r)iU()n(s)jBij(x(X)) (6.16c)
LNLS(X)  LNLS(X(x)) = 1
80
(Gn(r);n(s)(X) + Bn(r);n(s)(X))@+Xn(r)@−Xn(s) (6.16d)
Xn(r)(x)0 = Xn(r)(x0) = Xn(r)(x)En(r)() (6.16e)
Gn(r);n(s)(X)0=Gn(r);n(s)(X(x0))=En(r)()En(s)()Gn(r);n(s)(X) (6.16f)
Bn(r);n(s)(X)0=Bn(r);n(s)(X(x0))=En(r)()En(s)()Bn(r);n(s)(X) (6.16g)
LNLS(X)0 = LNLS(X(x0)) = LNLS(X) : (6.16h)










automorphism response En(r)() −!

monodromy En(r)() (6.17b)
to obtain the action for twisted sector  of the sigma model orbifolds:
S^NLS =
Z






x^n(r)( + 2) = x^n(r)()e
2i n(r)
ρ(σ) (6.18c)
G^n(r);n(s)(x^( + 2)) = e
−2i n(r)+n(s)
ρ(σ) G^n(r);n(s)(x^()) (6.18d)




L^NLS (x^( + 2)) = L^NLS (x^()) (6.18f)
x^  x^(); G^(x^)  G^(x^(); ); B^(x^)  B^(x^(); ) : (6.18g)
Here x^, G^ and B^ are respectively the twisted Einstein coordinates, the twisted Einstein
metric and the twisted B eld of sector .



















in terms of the untwisted Einstein tensors Gij(x) and Bij(x). The objects X^(x^) are identied
in Appendix C as Einstein coordinates with twisted boundary conditions. Note that we do
not nd any selection rules for G^ or B^ at this stage because the relations (6.14c), which
involve both x and x0, are not homogeneous in Gij(x) or Bij(x).
In fact, however, selection rules do exist for the moments of the twisted tensors. To show

















Bn(r);n(s);n(r1)1:::n(rm)m x^n(r1)1    x^n(rm)m : (6.20c)
Then substitution of the moment expansions into (6.19b) and (6.19c) give an arbitrarily
large set of duality transformations
g::: −!




















χ  χ(σ); U  U() (6.21d)
which express the twisted moments G::: and B::: of G^ and B^ in terms of the untwisted moments
g::: and b:::.
Next, we need the symmetry transformations of the untwisted moments
(wy)ik(wy)j l(wy)i1
j1    (wy)imjmgkl;j1:::jm = gij;i1:::im (6.22a)
(wy)ik(wy)jl(wy)i1
j1    (wy)imjmbkl;j1:::jm = bij;i1:::im (6.22b)
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which follow from the transformations (6.14c) of the untwisted tensors. It follows from the
duality transformations in (6.21) that the selection rules for the twisted moments
Gn(r);n(s);n(r1)1;:::;n(rm)m(1− En(r)En(s)En(r1)   En(rm)) = 0 (6.23a)
Bn(r);n(s);n(r1)1;:::;n(rm)m(1− En(r)En(s)En(r1)   En(rm)) = 0 (6.23b)
Gn(r);n(s);n(r1)1;:::;n(rm)m / n(r)+n(s)+∑mj=1 n(rj);0 mod () (6.23c)
Bn(r);n(s);n(r1)1;:::;n(rm)m / n(r)+n(s)+∑mj=1 n(rj);0mod () (6.23d)
are dual to (6.22). These selection rules guaranteec the correct monodromies (6.10e) and
(6.6a) of G^(x^()) and B^(x^()).
The twisted canonical brackets of the sigma model orbifolds
fxi(); pj()g = i( − )ji (6.24a)
xi()0 = xj()(wy)j i; pi()0  wijpj() (6.24b)
Pn(r)()  χ(σ)n(r)Un(r)ipi(); Pn(r)()0 = En(r)Pn(r)() (6.24c)






fx^n(r)(); p^n(s)()g = i( − )n(s)n(r) (6.24f)
are also obtained by the addition of the local isomorphism for the Einstein momenta in
(6.24e). One may also consider the twisted tangent space formulation of the sigma model
orbifolds, starting from the untwisted tangent space formulation in Ref. 17.
The sigma model orbifolds described here are in general not conformal at the quantum
level. To select those orbifolds which are 1-loop conformal, one will presumably need to
consider the orbifold Einstein equations which we present in Subsec. 8.3.
6.4 Local Isomorphisms and WZW Orbifold Geometry
In this subsection, we continue the sigma model discussion above in the special case of WZW.
Our emphasis here is that all the geometric results of Subsecs. 6.1 and 6.2 can be obtained
by local isomorphisms.
We begin by recalling that the WZW tangent space coordinates  have the automorphic
response  0 = wy (see Eq. (3.8c)). So for the special case of the WZW model in sigma










U y()in(r) = e(0)iaU y()an(r); U()n(r)i = U()n(r)ae(0)ai (6.25c)
cLooking back, we see that this structure is analogous to that seen in the all-order equivalence (5.8) for
the group orbifold elements g^. Indeed one nds that the twisted moments of g^ in powers of β^ satisfy selection
rules which are powers of the selection rules (4.18) for T , and moreover that these twisted moment selection
rules (plus the monodromy of β^) guarantee the monodromy of g^. The bottom line is that selection rules are
satised only by constant (coordinate-independent) twisted tensors.
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in which e(0) = 1 is the left-invariant vielbein at the origin (see below), the H-symmetry
acts linearly on the Einstein coordinates and the (Einstein) H-eigenvalue problem (6.15) is
isomorphic to the (tangent space) H-eigenvalue problem (3.13). Then the analysis of the
previous subsection gives the twisted sigma model form (6.12) of the WZW orbifold action.
As another example, we begin with the untwisted left and right invariant WZW vielbeins
ei(x; T ) = −ig−1(T )@ig(T ) = e(x)iaTa; ei(x; T ) = −ig(T )@ig−1(T ) = e(x)iaTa (6.26a)
g(T )  g(T; x) = eiH(T;x); H(T; x)  xieia(0)Ta (6.26b)
e(x)i
a = ( e
iH(x)−1
iH(x) )i
a; H(x)  xieia(0)T adja ; eia(0) = ia (6.26c)
in the preferred coordinate system. The symmetry transformations of the vielbeins e, e and
the eigenvielbeins E , E are
ei(x; T )
0 = ei(x0; T ) =− ig−1(T )0@i0g(T )0 = wijW (h;T )ej(x; T )W y(h;T ) (6.27a)
ei(x; T )
0 = ei(x0; T ) =− ig(T )0@i0g−1(T )0 = wijW (h;T )ej(x; T )W y(h;T ) (6.27b)
(e(x)0)ia = e(x0)ia = wijejb(wy)ba; (e(x)0)ia = e(x0)ia = wijejb(wy)ba (6.27c)
E(X)n(r)n(s)  χn(r)χ−1n(s)Un(r)ie(x(X))ia(U y)an(s) ; E(X) = χUe(x(X))U yχ−1 (6.27d)
E(X)n(r)n(s)  χn(r)χ−1n(s)Un(r)ie(x(X))ia(U y)an(s) ; E(X) = χUe(x(X))U yχ−1 (6.27e)
(E(X)0)n(r)n(s) = E(X(x0))n(r)n(s) = En(r)E(X)n(r)n(s)En(s) (6.27f)
( E(X)0)n(r)n(s) = E(X(x0))n(r)n(s) = En(r) E(X)n(r)n(s)En(s) (6.27g)
−iG−1(T ; )@n(r)G(T ; ) = E(X)n(r)n(s)Tn(s) ; @n(r)  @
@Xn(r)
(6.27h)
−iG(T ; )@n(r)G−1(T ; ) = E(X)n(r)n(s)Tn(s) : (6.27i)
The eigencoordinate X is dened in (6.16) and we have suppressed all sector dependence in








automorphism response En(r)() −!

monodromy En(r)() (6.28b)
give the relations (6.3b), (6.4a), the twisted vielbein monodromies (6.3e) and (6.4d) and the








a(U y)an(s) ; e^(x^)= χUe(x!

X^(x^))U yχ−1 (6.29)
in terms of the untwisted vielbein ei
a(x). The objects X^(x^) are dened in (6.19a). The same
result holds for ^e(x^) with e −! e.
Following the previous subsection, we introduce the moment expansions of the untwisted






axi1   xim (6.30a)
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(wy)ij(wy)i1















En(r);n(r1)1:::n(rm)mn(s)(1−En(r)En(r1)   En(rm)En(s)) = 0 (6.30e)
En(r);n(r1)1:::n(rm)mn(s) = n(r)−n(s)+∑mi=1 n(ri);0mod ()En(r);n(r1)1:::n(rm)mn(r)+
∑m
i=1 n(ri): (6.30f)




which express the twisted vielbein moments in terms of the untwisted vielbein moments.
The selection rules (6.30e) for the twisted vielbein moments (and their solution in (6.30f))
follow from the duality transformations and the symmetry transformations (6.30b) of the
untwisted moments. These selection rules guarantee the monodromy (6.3e) of the twisted
vielbein. Similar moment expansions lead to duality transformations and selection rules
which guarantee the monodromy of ^e(x^).






n(s) = En(r)n(s) = χn(r)χ−1n(s)Un(r)ie(0)ia(U y)an(s) = n(r)n(s) (6.32b)
so that the preferred twisted coordinate system x^ = ^ chosen in Subsec. 6.1 is dual to the
preferred untwisted coordinate system x =  chosen in (6.25). Moreover, Eq.(6.19a) is now
recognized as Eq. (5.3a).
Using (6.26c), (6.27d) and (6.29), the eigenvielbein and the twisted vielbein can be eval-
uated in closed form
E(X) = e
iH(X) − 1
iH(X) ; H(X) = χUH(x(X))U




; H^(x^) = x^n(r) ~Tn(r)(T adj); e^(0) = 1 (6.33b)
in agreement with (6.9).
The bracket realization (6.2) of the general current algebra also follows by the local


















@iBjk(x) + @jBki(x) + @kBij(x) = −i T r(M(k; T )ei(x; T )[ej(x; T ); ek(x; T )] ) (6.34d)
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in the untwisted theory. To see this, use (6.34) to check rst that the eigencurrents Jn(r),
Jn(r) have the same form when rewritten in terms of G() and the eigen-objects, and then






















give the WZW orbifold results (6.10a) and (6.11).
6.5 The Duality Algorithm
All the local orbifold results of this paper have been derived by the method of eigen-objects
and local isomorphisms. Looking back however we see that, just as observed in Refs. 1 and

















































from the corresponding local relations in the symmetric theory. The only proviso is that
the duality algorithm must be used before the selection rules are applied. For example, Eq.
(2.5a) and the duality algorithm give Eq. (5.11a) for the left mover stress tensor of the
orbifold, and then the selection rules give (5.11b).
The duality algorithm is more than a useful mnemonic: One nds that each step needed to
connect any two orbifold results follows by the duality algorithm from the corresponding step
needed to connect the corresponding relations in the H-symmetric theory. As an example,
the reader is invited to compare the steps in the verication of the Virasoro algebra (5.11f)
of the orbifold from Eqs. (5.10a) and (5.11a) with the corresponding steps in the derivation
of the original Virasoro algebra (2.5c) from Eqs. (2.4a) and (2.5a).
The duality algorithm also holds for the orbifold Einstein equations of Subsec. 8.3.
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7 WZW Orbifold Examples
For brevity, we concentrate in these examples on the central features of our construction:
 the explicit forms of the action W (h;T ) in matrix representation T
 solution of the extended H-eigenvalue problems
 rectication of the twisted right mover current algebras
 the explicit forms of the twisted representation matrices T
 the explicit forms of the WZW orbifold actions, and the separability of the WZW
orbifold actions when the twisted current algebras are semisimple.
7.1 About WZW Permutation Orbifolds
To study WZW permutation orbifolds Ag(H), H(permutation)  SN we begin with the
current-algebraic formulation of the untwisted permutation-invariant theory,
g = K−1I=0 gI ; K  N; gI ’ g; a −! aI;  −! I; (7.1a)





















I = 0; :::; K − 1; K  N; a = 1; :::; dim g;  = 1; :::; dimT (7.1e)
where each copy g is taken at level k with Killing metric ab, structure constant fab
c and
irrep Ta.




J ; 8h 2 H(permutation)  Aut(g) (7.2)
where w(h) is the action ofH in the adjoint. Then we must ndW (h;T ), the corresponding





solves the linkage relation (3.6a) so long as
wy(h)IJw(h)JK = w(h)J IIK ; 8I;J;K (7.4)
and these relations indeed hold for all h 2 H because each w(h)IJ is a permutation matrix.
The simple forms (7.2) and (7.3) tell us that, for permutation orbifolds, the extended
H-eigenvalue problem (3.14) and the H-eigenvalue problem (3.13) are both simply related
to the solution of the reduced eigenvalue problem for w(h)I
J
n(r) −! n(r)aj; N(r) −! N(r)j (7.5a)
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R(T; ) = (); E(T; ) = E(); N(r) = n(r) (7.5b)




JU y()Jn(r)j = U y()In(r)jEn(r)(); En(r)() = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) (7.5d)
given in (7.5d). The degeneracy indices of the permutation orbifolds are conventionally called
























= n(r)+n(s)−n(t);0 mod ()Fn(r)aj;n(s)bln(r)+n(s);cm() (7.6c)














Gn(r)aj;−n(r);bl() ^Jn(r)aj(; ) ^J−n(r);bl(; ) (7.6g)
J^n(r)aj( + 2; ) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) J^n(r)aj(; ); ^Jn(r)aj( + 2; ) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) ^Jn(r)aj(; ) (7.6h)
g^(T ; x^) = eix^
n(r)aj




ρ(σ) (^ = x^) (7.7a)
g^(T ; x^( + 2))n(r)jn(s)l = e−2i
n(r)−n(s)
ρ(σ) g^(T ; x^())n(r)jn(s)l (7.7b)









































which will be further evaluated in the examples below.
7.2 The WZW Cyclic Permutation Orbifolds Ag(Zλ)=Zλ
For the cyclic permutation group H = Z, it is known
1 that
n(r) = r; n(r) = r; Er() = e
−2i r
ρ(σ) (7.9a)









Graj;sbl() = ()kabjlr+s;0mod (); Graj;sbl() = 1
()k
abjlr+s;0mod (); (7.9c)
Fraj;sbltcm() = fabcjllmr+s−t;0 mod() (7.9d)
a = 1; : : : ; dim g; r = 0; : : : ; ()− 1; j = 0; : : : ; () − 1;  = 0; : : : ; − 1 (7.9e)
where I = 0; : : : ; −1 and the integers N() are dened in Ref. 1. In the standard notation
J^
(r)
aj  J^raj , ^J
(r)































aj (; ) ^J
(−r)
bj (; ) (7.10b)
J^
(r)











aj (; ) (7.10c)
J^
(r)


























aj (m 1 + r()() ) =J^ (r)aj (m+ n(r)() ) (7.10f)
^J
(r())










() ) + (()k)ab(m+
r












= jl( ifabc ^J
(r+s)




() )m+n+ r+s() ;0
) (7.11b)
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() )  ^J
(−r)
aj (−m− r() ) : (7.11d)
Here the twisted left mover algebra1;2 is a semisimple orbifold ane algebra3, with commuting
orbifold ane subalgebras labelled by j, at orbifold ane level k^ = ()k. Moreover, we
have used the mode-number reversed relabelling (7.11d) to rectify the twisted right mover
algebra into a copy (7.11b) of the twisted left mover algebra.
For the group orbifold elements of Ag(Z)=Z, we nd from Subsec. 7.1
T (r)aj (T; )  Traj(T; ); x^aj(r)(; )  x^raj(; ) (7.12a)
T (r)aj (T; )sltm = (Ta)jllmr+s−t; 0 mod () (7.12b)
[T (r)aj (T; ); T (s)bl (T; )] = jlifabcT (r+s)cj (T; ) (7.12c)
g^(T ; ; ) = eix^aj(r)(;)T (r)aj (T;) (7.12d)
g^(T ;  + 2; )rjsl = e−
2pii
ρ(σ)
(r−s)g^(T ; ; )rjsl; x^aj(r)( + 2; )= x^aj(r)(; )e2i
r
ρ(σ) (7.12e)
where T (r)aj in (7.12b) are the twisted representation matrices in this case. The algebra of
the twisted representation matrices in (7.12c) shows the same semisimplicity (labelled by
j) as the twisted left and right mover current algebras in (7.11), and this semisimplicity is
reflected as well in the group orbifold elements and the WZW orbifold action:
T (r)aj (T; )sltm = jllmT (r)a (T; )st; T (r)a (T; )st  (Ta)r+s−t; 0mod () (7.13a)





(;)T (r)a (T;) (7.13b)
g^j(T ;  + 2; )rs = e−
2pii
ρ(σ)
(r−s)g^j(T ; ; )rs; x^aj(r)( + 2; ) = x^aj(r)(; )e2i
r
ρ(σ) (7.13c)























In particular, the group orbifold element g^ in (7.13b) is block diagonal with unitary square
blocks g^j of size () (), and the WZW orbifold action (7.13d) is separable according to
these blocks. The further relations
J^
(r)





cTr (T (r)a (T; )g^−1j (T ; ; )@+g^j(T ; ; ) (7.14a)
^J
(r)





cTr (T (r)a (T; )g^j(T ; ; )@−g^−1j (T ; ; ) (7.14b)
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fJ^ (r)aj (; ); g^(T ; ; )sltmg = 2( − )g^(T ; ; )slt−r;γm(Ta)γjm (7.15a)
fJ^ (r)aj (; ); g^l(T ; ; )stg = 2( − )g^l(T ; ; )st−r;γ(Ta)γjl (7.15b)
f ^J (r)aj (; ); g^(T ; ; )sltmg = −2( − )jl(Ta)γ g^(T ; ; )s+r;γltm (7.15c)
f ^J (r)aj (; ); g^l(T ; ; )stg = −2( − )jl(Ta)γ g^l(T ; ; )s+r;γt (7.15d)
show that the orbifold ane subalgebra labelled by j acts only on the block g^j .
7.3 The WZW Permutation Orbifolds Ag(SN)=SN
For the permutation group H = SN , it is known
2 that

























j = N; j+1 6 j (7.16c)
J^n(r)aj −! J (j^)aj  J^j^aj ; ^Jn(r)aj −! J (j^)aj  ^J j^aj ; χj^aj(~) =
p
j (7.16d)





j^+l^ ;0mod j (7.16e)
Fj^aj ;^lblm^ cm(~) = fabcjllmj^+l^ ;m^ mod j (7.16f)
j; l = 0; : : : ; n(~)− 1; ^j = 0; : : : ; j − 1; ^l = 0; : : : ; l − 1 : (7.16g)
Here each sector ~ = fjg is a partition of N , which also labels a representative element h~
of each conjugacy class of SN . (The integer j^ runs within each disjoint cycle j of h~, while
the integer j runs over the set of all disjoint cycles.)





























bj (; ~) (7.17b)
J^
(j^)











aj (; ~) (7.18a)
J^
(j^)























































































)  ^J (−j^)aj (−m− j^j ) : (7.19d)
Here the twisted left mover algebra2 in (7.19a) is a semisimple orbifold ane algebra3, with
commuting subalgebras labelled by j, at orbifold ane level k^j = jk. Moreover, we have
used the mode-number reversed relabelling (7.19d) to rectify the twisted right mover algebra
into a copy (7.19b) of the twisted left mover algebra.
It is known19;1;2 that the twisted left mover current algebra for all permutation orbifolds
is a collection of commuting orbifold ane algebras at various orbifold ane levels, and it is
clear that the mode-number reversed relabellings (7.11d) and (7.19d) rectify each commuting
right mover subalgebra separately. It follows that the mode-number reversed relabelling
^Jn(r)aj(m+
n(r)
() )  ^J−n(r);aj(−m− n(r)() ) (7.20)
will rectify the twisted right mover algebra (g^(h−1 ) ’ g(h)) for all sectors of all permutation
orbifolds.
Continuing with the group orbifold elements of Ag(SN)=SN , we nd
T (j^)aj (T; ~)  Tj^aj(T; ~); x^aj(j^)(; ~)  x^j^aj(; ~) (7.21a)
T (j^)aj (T; ~)l^lm^ m = (Ta)jllmj^+l^−m^ ;0mod j (7.21b)
[T (j^)aj (T; ~); T (^l)bl (T; ~)] = jlifabcT (j^+l^)cj (T; ~) (7.21c)
g^(T; ; ~) = e
ix^aj
(jˆ)
(;~)T (jˆ)aj (T;~); x^aj
(j^)











g^(T ; ; ~)j^j l^l  = 1; :::; dimT (7.21e)
where T (j^)aj in (7.21b) are the twisted representation matrices in this case.
The decomposition corresponding to the semisimplicity of the twisted left and right mover
current algebras in (7.19) is
g^(T ; ; ~)j^j j^
0
j0 = j
j0 g^j(T ; ; ~)j^j^
0





(;~)T (jˆ)a (T;~) (7.22a)













= 0; :::; j − 1 (7.22b)







































In particular, we see that the group orbifold element g^ is block diagonal with unitary square
blocks g^j of size jj , and the WZW orbifold action (7.22d) is separable according to these









cTrj T (j^)a (T; ~)g^−1j (T ; ; ~)@+g^j(T ; ; ~) (7.23a)
^J
(j^)





cTr)j T (j^)a (T; ~)g^j(T ; ; ~)@−g^−1j (T ; ; ~) (7.23b)
fJ^ (j^)aj (; ~); g^(T ; ; ~)l^lm^ mg =2( − )g^(T ; ; ~)l^lm^ −j^;γm(Ta)γjm (7.24a)
fJ^ (j^)aj (; ~); g^l(T ; ; ~)l^l^
0
g =2( − )g^l(T ; ; ~)l^l^
0−j^;γ(Ta)γjl (7.24b)
f ^J (j^)aj (; ~); g^(T ; ; ~)l^lm^ mg =− 2( − )jl(Ta)γ g^(T ; ; ~)l^+j^;γlm^ m (7.24c)
f ^J (j^)aj (; ~); g^l(T ; ; ~)l^l^
0
g =− 2( − )jl(Ta)γ g^l(T ; ; ~)l^+j^;γ l^
0
 (7.24d)
so that the orbifold ane subalgebra labelled by j acts only on the block g^j .
7.4 The Inner-automorphic WZW Orbifolds Ag(H(d))=H(d)
Let h 2 H(d)  Aut(g) be an element of any group H(d) of inner automorphisms of simple
g. Following Ref. 2, we know the matrix action w(h)
w(h)
 = 
e2id; w(h)AB = AB; w(h)A = w(h)A = 0 (7.25a)
 2 (g); A = 1:::rank g;  = 0; : : : ; (1)− 1; Nc = (1) (7.25b)
of h on the untwisted currents in the Cartan-Weyl basis. This is the action of h in the
adjoint (T adja )b
c = −ifabc. Refs. 20 and 2 discuss the conditions on the vector d such that
H(d) is a group of nite order.
Then the matrix action W (h;T ) of h in representation T must solve the linkage relation
(3.6a) in the form
W y(h;T )TW (h;T ) = e2idT; W y(h;T )TAW (h;T ) = TA : (7.26)




0  hT; jHA(0)jT; 0i = A;0 ; (T)0  hT; jE(0)jT; 0i / ;0+ (7.27)
where fg are the weights of the representation. The solution of the linkage relation
W (h;T )
0 = 




is obtained immediately in this basis. Note that the adjoint matrices of the weight basis are
similarity transformations of (T adja )b
c = −ifabc, so that W does not reduce to w in this case.
We discuss the orders () and R(T; ) of w(h) and W (h;T ), which are the smallest
integers satisfying
e2id() = 1; e−2idR(T;) = 1 : (7.29)
These conditions imply that8>><>>:
R(T; ) = () when T is in the conjugacy class of
the root lattice
e−2imindR(T;) = 1 when T is in the conjugacy class of
min plus the root lattice
(7.30)




() for integral spin j
2() for half-integral spin j
(7.31)
for g = SU(2). In what follows, we revert to our abbreviation R()  R(T; ).
In this case the actions w(h) and W (h;T ) are diagonal, so the solution of the H-
eigenvalue problem and the extended H-eigenvalue problem can be taken as
U y(h) = χ(σ) = 1; U y(T; h) = 1l; G = G; F = f; T = T (7.32a)
nα(r)
() = −  d; nA = 0; N(r)R() =   d (7.32b)
M(T ; ) = M(k; T ) = k
y(T )
1l : (7.32c)
This tells us that all the selection rules discussed above are satised naturally by the un-
twisted objects in the Cartan-Weyl basis and weight basis. For example, the selection rule











which is easily checked from (7.27).











( ^HA(; ) ^H
A
(; ) + ^E(; ) ^E−(; )) (7.34b)
H^A( + 2; ) = H^A(; ); E^( + 2; ) = e
2idE^(; ) (7.35a)
^HA( + 2; ) = ^HA(; ); ^E( + 2; ) = e





−im(+t); E^(; t; )=
X
m





−im(−t); ^E(; t; )=
X
m
^E(m−   d)e−i(m−d)(−t) (7.35d)
fH^A(m); H^B(n)g = kmABm+n;0;
fH^A(m); E^(n−   d)g = AE^(m+ n−   d) (7.36a)
fE^(m−   d); E^(n−   d)g
=
8<: Nγ(; )E^γ(m+ n− γ  d) if +  = γ  H^(m+ n) + k(m−   d)m+n;0 if +  = 0
0 otherwise
(7.36b)
N−γ(−;−) = −Nγ(; ); A = 1; :::; rank g;  2 (g);  = 0; :::; (1)− 1 : (7.36c)
The twisted left mover algebra in (7.36) is the bracket form of the usual set2
g^(h) = g^(H(d)  Aut(g);h);  = 0; :::; (1)− 1 (7.37)
of inner-automorphically twisted ane Lie algebras, and the commuting twisted right mover
algebra ^g(h) ’ g^(h−1 ) has the same form except for the sign change of the central terms.
In this case also we have been able to solve the rectication problem for the twisted right
movers. The simplest rectication is
f ^HA(m); ^HB(n)g = kmABm+n;0;
f ^HA(m); ^E(n−   d)g = A ^E(m+ n−   d)
(7.38a)




^Eγ(m+ n− γ  d) if +  = γ
  ^H(m+ n) + k(m−   d)m+n;0 if +  = 0
0 otherwise
(7.38b)
^HA(m)  − ^HA(−m); ^E(m−   d) = − ^E−(−m+   d) (7.38c)
so that g^(h−1 ) ’ g^(h) for all sectors  of the orbifolds Ag(H(d))=H(d).
We close this discussion with a collection of results involving the group orbifold elements
g^ of Ag(H(d))=H(d):
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g^(T; ; ) = ei(x^
A(;)TA+x^
α(;)Tα) (^ = x^) (7.39a)
x^A( + 2; ) = x^A(; ); x^( + 2; ) = x^(; )e−2id (7.39b)





fH^A(; ); g^(T; ; )g = 2( − )g^(T; ; )TA (7.40a)
fE^(; ); g^(T; ; )g = 2( − )g^(T; ; )T (7.40b)
f ^HA(; ); g^(T; ; )g =− 2( − )TAg^(T; ; ) (7.40c)
f ^E(; ); g^(T; ; )g =− 2( − )Tg^(T; ; ) (7.40d)
















Using the T selection rules (7.33), the reader is invited to verify the all-order equivalence of
the monodromies (7.39c) and (7.39b).
7.5 A U(1)=Z2 Example
Orbifolds Ag(H)=H on abelian g are included in our construction. As an example, we
consider here the simple case
g = U(1) = Cartan (SU(2)); H = Z2 (7.42)
and we will follow the details through explicitly only for the spin j = 1
2
representation. The
untwisted theory is dened by
g(T; ) = eix()T3 ; Ta =
1
2




d2 @+x @−x (7.43a)
J()J3()= 1
2
@+x(); J()  J3()=−1
2




where we have chosen  = x and f~g are the Pauli matrices. The action of the Z2 symmetry
group is
x() −! −x() : J() −! −J(); J() −! − J() (7.44)
in sector  = 1.
Then the H-eigenvalue problem gives the 1
2
-integral moded scalar eld22;2























fJ^(m+ 12); J^(n+ 12)g = −f ^J(m+ 12); ^J(n + 12)g = (m+ 12)m+n+1; 0 (7.45e)
fJ^(m+ 12); ^J(n+ 12)g = 0 : (7.45f)
in twisted sector  = 1 of the U(1)=Z2 orbifold. The mode-number reversed relabelling of
the twisted right movers
^J(m+ 12)  ^J(−m− 12) (7.46)
gives a copy of the twisted left mover algebra, and it is clear that mode-number reversed
relabelling will rectify any multiple component orbifold of this type (xi ! −xi).
For the extended H-eigenvalue problem, we nd
W (T ) = eiT2 = i2; W
y(T )T3W (T ) = −T3; R(1) = 4 (7.47a)




















N(1) = −1; N(2) = +1 (7.47c)
and hence the further orbifold results
T (T ) = U(T )T3U y(T ) = T1; G(T; ) = U(T )g(T )U y(T ) = eix()T1 (7.48a)





; x^( + 2) = −x^() (7.48b)





d2 @+x^@−x^; M = 2 (7.48d)
in the single twisted sector. The reader is invited to check that (7.48b) is consistent with
(7.48c), so that one nds trivial monodromy for the diagonal group orbifold elements and
monodromy -1 for the o-diagonal group orbifold elements.
The exponential form of W (T ) in (7.47a) allows us to treat all spins j, but we shall not
do so here.
8 Implications for Orbifold Conformal Field Theory
8.1 Operator Realization of the General Twisted Current Algebra
The canonical operator realization of the general twisted currents





















[x^n(r)(); p^n(s)()] = i( − )n(s)n(r) (8.1d)
x^n(r)( + 2) = x^n(r)()e+2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) ; p^n(r)( + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) p^n(r)() (8.2a)
J^n(r)( + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) J^n(r)(); ^Jn(r)( + 2) = e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) ^Jn(r)() (8.2b)
[J^n(r)(); J^n(s)()] = 2i(Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()J^n(r)+n(s);()( − )
+ n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);()@( − )) (8.3a)
[ ^Jn(r)(); ^Jn(s)()] = 2i(Fn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);()( − )
− n(r)+n(s);0 mod ()Gn(r);−n(r);()@( − )) (8.3b)
[J^n(r)(); ^Jn(s)()] = 0 (8.3c)
is the quantum analogue of the canonical bracket realization in Eq. (6.2). The twisted
vielbeins e^, ^e and the twisted B eld B^ are the same as those dened in Subsec. 6.1. In the
untwisted sector  = 0, this result reduces to the semisimple generalization of Clubok and
Halpern’s canonical operator realization16 of ane(g g).
Following Subsec. 6.4, the result (8.1) can be derived by local isomorphisms from the
Clubok-Halpern realization. An independent derivation by the method of twisted ane Lie
groups is given in Appendix E.
8.2 More about All Current-Algebraic Orbifolds
The twisted left mover currents and stress tensors of the general current-algebraic orbifold
A(H)=H , H  Aut(g) were given in Refs. 1 and 2. The implicit assumption in these and
prior references was that twisted right mover currents and stress tensors could be taken
as copies of the left movers. However, locality of the WZW orbifold actions has led us to
question that assumption and, in what follows, we translate the classical lessons above into
the operator formulation of the general current-algebraic orbifold.
In the symmetric CFT A(H), the OPE’s and automorphic responses of the currents and






z−w Jc(w)+O((z−w)0); Ja(z) Jb( w)= Gab(z− w)2 + ifab
c
z− w Jc( w)+O((z− w)0)
(8.4a)
Ja(z)
0 = w(h)abJb(z); Ja(z)0 = w(h)ab Jb(z) (8.4b)
Jn(r)(z) = χn(r)Un(r)aJa(z); Jn(r)(z) = χn(r)Un(r)a Ja(z) (8.4c)
Jn(r)(z)0 = En(r)Jn(r)(z); Jn(r)(z)0 = En(r) Jn(r)(z) : (8.4d)
To preserve the locality of the theory, however, we have learned that the statement of the
local current isomorphisms must be rened to
J ; J −!

J^ ; ^J (8.5a)
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automorphism response En(r)() −!

same-path monodromy En(r)() : (8.5b)






z − w +O((z − w)
0) (8.6a)














in which the OPE’s are left-right copies and the monodromies, although not left-right copies,
are the same when the same path is followed. Using Eq. (5.36), we see that this system is
the Euclidean quantum analogue of the twisted light-cone system (5.34). For comparison,
the twisted current system for the situation with left-right copies is given in Appendix F.

























() )] =iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()J^n(r)+n(s);(m+ n+ n(r)+n(s)() )









() )] =iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);(m+ n+ n(r)+n(s)() )









())] = 0; m; n 2 Z;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (8.8c)
in sector  of A(H)=H . This result is the operator analogue of the bracket algebra (5.25).














Rn(r)−n(r);() ^J−n(r);(−m− n(r)()) (8.9b)
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denes a real form of the general twisted current algebra (8.8). Here, R is the orbifold
conjugation matrix of Ref. 2.
The integral ane subalgebra of (8.8) is
[J^0(m); J^0(n)] = iF0;00()J^0(m+ n) +mm+n;0G0;0() (8.10a)
[ ^J0(m);
^J0(n)] = iF0;00() ^J0(m+ n) +mm+n;0G0;0() (8.10b)
[J^0(m);
^J0(0)] = 0;
^J0(m)  ^J0(−m) (8.10c)
where we have rectied the twisted right mover algebra by the relabelling in (8.10c). We
also note the Lie subalgebra
[J^0(0); J^0(0)] = iF0;00()J^0(0); [ ^J0(0); ^J0(0)] = iF0;00() ^J0(0) (8.11a)
[J^0(0);
^J0(0)] = 0;
^J0(0)  ^J0(0) (8.11b)
generated by the zero modes of the integral ane subalgebra.
Using derived isomorphisms, we also obtain the stress tensors of A(H)=H and the OPE’s
of the stress tensors with the twisted currents
T^(z) = Ln(r);−n(r);() : J^n(r)(z)J^−n(r);(z) :; T^(ze2i) = T^(z) (8.12a)
^T (z) = Ln(r);−n(r);() : ^Jn(r)(z) ^J−n(r);(z) :; ^T (ze2i) = ^T (z) (8.12b)
Ln(r);n(s)() = χ(σ)−1n(r)χ(σ)−1n(s)LabU y()an(r)U y()bn(s) ;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (8.12c)
c^() = ^c() = 2Gn(r);−n(r);()Ln(r);−n(r);() = 2GabLab = c = c (8.12d)
T^(z)J^n(r)(w) =Mn(r)n(r)()[ 1
(z − w)2 +
@w
(z − w)]J^n(r)(w) (8.13a)
+
Nn(r)n(s);n(r)−n(s); : J^n(s)(w)J^n(r)−n(s);(w) :
z − w +O((z − w)
0)
^T (z) ^Jn(r)( w) =Mn(r)n(r)()[ 1
(z − w)2 +
@ w
(z − w) ]
^Jn(r)( w) (8.13b)
+
Nn(r)n(s);n(r)−n(s); : ^Jn(s)(w) ^Jn(r)−n(s);( w) :
z − w +O((z − w)
0) (8.13c)
where L() in (8.12c) is the twisted inverse inertia tensor of sector  and : () : means OPE
normal ordering4;1;2. Both stress tensors are Virasoro when the H-invariant15 inverse inertia
tensor Lab satises the Virasoro master equation23−25. The twisted tensors M and N in
(8.13) are given as duality transformations in Ref. 2. Together with the general twisted
current system in (8.6), we see that the basic OPE’s of current-algebraic orbifold theory are
left-right copies.
For permutation orbifolds it is clear from our discussion and Ref. 2 that the ground state
(twist eld state) of sector  satises
J^n(r)(m+
n(r)




()  0)j0i = h0j ^Jn(r)(m+ n(r)()  0) = 0 (8.14b)
J^0(0)j0i = ^J0(0)j0i = h0jJ^0(0) = h0j ^J0(0) = 0 (8.14c)
so that the ground state of each sector is a singlet under the zero modes (the conserved
quantities) of the integral ane subalgebra. It is not dicult to check that these ground
states have the same conformal weights under the right and left mover stress tensors
L(m  0)j0i = L(m  0)j0i = m;0^0()j0i (8.15)
where ^0() is given in Ref. 2.
For the special case of the WZW Orbifolds Ag(H)=H , take
1;2
Ln(r);n(s)g^() () = χ(σ)−1n(r)χ(σ)−1n(s)Labg U y()an(r)U y()bn(s) (8.16a)
Mn(r)n(s)() = n(r)n(s) ; Nn(r)n(s);n(t)() = 0 (8.16b)
where Labg is the inverse inertia tensor of the ane-Sugawara construction
6−11 on g. In this
case our group orbifold elements g^ are closely related to the (Virasoro and) twisted ane
primary elds of the WZW orbifolds, a subject which deserves further study.
We also include two general remarks on the rectication problem (see Subsec. 5.4 and
Sec. 7). First, in order to succeed in a rectication, it seems that we need to be able to nd
g automorphisms A() which relate the action w(h−1 ) = w
y(h) to the action w(h):
Ay()wy(h)A() = w(h); Ay()A() = 1; A() 2 Aut(g) : (8.17)
Here is a quick argument that the existence of such automorphisms is sucient to rectify
the twisted right mover algebra. The currents J^ , ^J with twisted boundary conditions (see
Ref. 1 and App.C) satisfy
J^a(z)J^b(w)= Gab(z−w)2 + ifab
c
z−w J^c(w)+O((z−w)0); ^Ja(z) ^Jb( w)= Gab(z− w)2 + ifab
c
z− w ^Jc( w)+O((z− w)0)
(8.18a)
J^a(ze2i)=w(h)abJ^b(z); ^Ja(ze−2i)=w(h)ab ^Jb(z) : (8.18b)
But then we nd from (8.17) that the linear combinations ^J of the right movers
^J a(z)  A()ab ^J (z)b (8.19a)
^Ja(z) ^Jb( w) = Gab(z− w)2 + ifab
c
z− w
^Jc( w) + O((z− w)0); ^J a(ze2i) = w(h)ab ^J b(z) (8.19b)
satisfy the same OPE’s and twisted boundary conditions as the left movers J^a(z). It follows
that the monodromy decompositions and mode algebras of both are identical.
Finally, although we have so far found no examples, suppose that there are some twisted
current algebras whose twisted right movers cannot be rectied. The possibility that the
twisted right and left mover current algebras might not be copies of each other has not
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been mentioned explicitly in the literature, but in fact there is no contradiction between this
possibility and what is known about partition functions and characters of general orbifolds26.









i(q; )i_(q; ) (8.21)
where i_ denotes the charge conjugate eld of i. Moreover, it is known that when i is a
representation in the sectors twisted by h then i
_ is a representation in the sector twisted








is in precise agreement with the form g^(h) g^(h−1 ) of the general twisted current algebra
(8.8).
8.3 Orbifold Einstein Equations





lHklj − 2rirj = 0; (rk − 2rk)Hkij = 0 (8.23)
are satised, where  is the dilaton eld.
Using eigen-objects and local isomorphisms (see below), we have been able to nd a set





n(u)(x^) H^n(t)n(u);n(s)(x^)− 2r^n(r)r^n(s) ^(x^) = 0 (8.24a)
( r^n(t) − 2r^n(t)^(x^) ) H^n(t);n(r);n(s)(x^) = 0;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 (8.24b)
x^  x^; R^(x^)  R^(x^; ); H^(x^)  H^(x^; ); ^(x^)  ^(x^; ) (8.24c)
which hold in sector  of the sigma model orbifolds of Subsec. 6.3 when the Einstein equations
(8.23) hold in the symmetric sigma model. Here fx^g are the twisted Einstein coordinates,
^(x^) is the orbifold dilaton and it turns out that all the twisted tensors are constructed in
























(see also Subsec. 6.5). For example, the twisted torsion eld H^ satises Eq. (6.5a) in terms





( @^(n(r)G^n(s));n(u)(x^)− @^n(u)G^n(r);n(s)(x^) ) G^n(u);n(t)(x^) (8.26)
in terms of the twisted Einstein metric G^ and the inverse twisted Einstein metric G^.
We also obtain the explicit forms and monodromies of all the twisted tensors, including
the results for G^ and B^ in Subsec. 6.3, and for example,





X^(x^)); ^(x^( + 2)) = ^(x^()) (8.28)
^n(r)(x^)  r^n(r)^(x^) = @^n(r)^(x^); ^n(r)(x^( + 2)) = e−2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) ^n(r)(x^()) (8.29a)
r^n(r)^n(s)(x^) = @^n(r)^n(s)(x^)− Γ^n(r);n(s)n(t)(x^)^n(t)(x^) (8.29b)








X^(x^))(U y)in(r)(U y)jn(s) (8.30a)

























R^n(r);n(s);n(t);n(u)(x^( + 2)) = e
−2i n(r)+n(s)+n(t)+n(u)
ρ(σ) R^n(r);n(s);n(t);n(u)(x^()) (8.32c)










l  U()n(r)l; (U y)n(r)l  U y()n(r)l; χn(r)  χ(σ)n(r) : (8.34)
The quantities X^(x^) are dened in (6.19a), so that each twisted tensor is determined as
a function of the twisted coordinates x^, given the coordinate dependence of the untwisted
tensors. As in Subsec. 6.3, selection rules which guarantee the indicated monodromies can
be obtained for the moments of each twisted tensor.
The derivation of this result goes as follows: All Lorentz tensors in the symmetric sigma
model (6.14) transform under the symmetry group H with a factor w on the left for a down
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index and a factor of wy on the right for an up index. For example, we have (6.14b), (6.14c)
and
Gij(x)0 = Gij(x0) = Gkl(x)(wy)ki(wy)lj ; @i0 = wij@j ; ri0 = wijrj (8.35a)
Γij
l(x)0 = Γij l(x0) = wipwjqΓpqs(x)(wy)sl; (x)0 = (x0) = (x) : (8.35b)
This tells us that the corresponding eigentensors should be dened with a factor χU or
χ−1U y for each up or down index respectively. The Einstein equations have the same form
in terms of the eigentensors as they do in terms of the original tensors. Then the orbifold
Einstein equations (8.24) and the explicit forms (8.27)-(8.34) follow by local isomorphisms.
In the end, each twisted down index carries a monodromy e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ) and each twisted up
index carries a monodromy e+2i
n(r)
ρ(σ) , so that objects which are Lorentz scalars, such as the
orbifold curvature scalar R^ and the orbifold dilaton ^, have trivial monodromy.
The orbifold Einstein equations (8.24) are very likely to be the condition that twisted
sector  of a sigma model orbifold is conformal, but a direct check (a one-loop computation
using the orbifold sigma model action S^NLS in (6.18)) is necessary to be sure. This situa-
tion is analogous to that of the general orbifold Virasoro master equation1;2 which follows
from local isomorphisms, but which also needed a direct check using orbifold OPE’s. It is
expected that this check will go through for the sigma model orbifolds because (as seen for
the general orbifold Virasoro master equation) the short-distance singularities of the orbifold
computation are expected to follow the duality algorithm (8.25).
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Appendix A. New Braid Relations
The braid relations
W y(h;T )Tn(r)()= e
−2i n(r)
ρ(σ)Tn(r)()W
y(h;T ); Tn(r)()χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)aTa (A.1)
follow easily (start with W yTn(r)W ) from the linkage relation (3.6) and the H-eigenvalue
problem (3.13). It is expected that the linkage relation leads to other connections of this type
between the H-eigenvalue problem and its extended form. We will encounter the matrices
Tn(r) again in Appendix C.
Appendix B. Unitarity and the Orbifold Matrix Adjoint Operation
For the untwisted representation matrices T and the untwisted tangent space coordinates ,
we have
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T ya = a
bTb; 
a = bba; (B.1a)
 = 1; w(h) wy(h) =  (B.1b)
where dagger is matrix adjoint, star is complex conjugation and  is the complex conjugation
matrix of Refs. 25 and 2. It follows from (B.1) that the linkage relation (3.6a) is preserved
under the matrix adjoint operation, and that the untwisted group elements are unitary
g(T; ) = ei
a()Ta ; gy(T; ) = e−i
aT ya = g−1(T; ) (B.2)
as stated in the text.
Using Eqs. (4.24d), (5.1b) and following Ref. 2, we nd for the corresponding eigen-
objects and twisted structures:
Tn(r)(T; )y =Rn(r)n(s)()Tn(s)(T; ) = Rn(r)−n(r);()T−n(r);(T; ) (B.3a)
bn(r)() =bn(s)()Rn(s)n(r)() = b−n(r);()R−n(r);n(r)() (B.3b)
^n(r)() =^n(s)()Rn(s)n(r)() = ^−n(r);()R−n(r);n(r)() (B.3c)
Rn(r)n(s)() =χ(σ)n(r) χ(σ)−1n(s) U()n(r)aabU y()bn(s)
=n(r)+n(s); 0 mod ()Rn(r)−n(r);(); R()R() = 1: (B.3d)
Eq.(B.3a) denes the orbifold matrix adjoint operation, where R() in (B.3d) is the orbifold
conjugation matrix of Ref. 2. The orbifold conjugation matrix is dual to the conjugation
matrix , and also controls the orbifold adjoint operation of the twisted current modes (see
Eq. (8.9)). Unitarity of the eigengroup elements and the group orbifold elements
G(T ; ; ) = eibn(r)µ()Tn(r)µ(T;) −! Gy(T ; ; ) = G−1(T ; ; ): (B.4a)
g^(T ; ; ) = ei^n(r)µ()Tn(r)µ(T;) −! g^y(T ; ; ) = g^−1(T ; ; ) (B.4b)
follows from the relations in (B.3).
Appendix C. Twisted Boundary Conditions
Other objects of interest in WZW orbifolds are the group orbifold elements G^ with twisted
boundary conditions
G^(T; ; )
 : G^(T;  + 2; ) = W (h;T )G^(T; ; )W
y(h;T ) (C.1)
where W (h;T ) is the action of h 2 H  Aut(g) in matrix representation T (see Sub-
sec. 3.1). These are objects with mixed monodromy which are locally isomorphic to the
untwisted group elements g:








( + 2; ) = b^
b
(; )wy(h)ba (C.2c)
g^(T ; ; )=U(T; )G^(T; ; )U y(T; ); ^n(r)(; )= b^a(; )U y()an(r)χ(σ)−1n(r) : (C.2d)
The matrices Tn(r) were dened in Appendix A and the quantities fb^ag, which appeared in
(5.3), are identied in (C.2c) as tangent space coordinates with twisted boundary conditions.
According to (C.2d), the monodromy decompositions of G^ and b^ give the group orbifold
elements g^ and the twisted tangent space coordinates ^. In summary, we have the relations
g = eiT ; G = eibT ; G^ = eib^T ; g^ = ei^T : (C.3)
The main discussion of the text follows the dotted line in the commuting diagram of Fig. 1,

























Each vertical double arrow is a local isomorphism
g = Lie group elements: trivial monodromy, mixed under automorphisms
G = eigengroup elements: trivial monodromy, diagonal under automorphisms
g^ = group orbifold elements with denite monodromy
G^ = group orbifold elements with twisted boundary conditions
Fig. 1: Group and group orbifold elements
A closely-related commuting diagram (see Fig. 2) was given for currents and orbifold
currents in Ref. 1. In particular, the currents J^ , ^J with twisted boundary conditions
J^a( + 2; ) = w(h)abJ^b(; ); ^J a( + 2; ) = w(h)ab ^J b(; ) (C.4a)
J^a(; )=U y()an(r)χ(σ)−1n(r)J^n(r)(; ); ^J a(; )=U y()an(r)χ(σ)−1n(r) ^Jn(r)(; ) (C.4b)
J^n(r)(; )= χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)
aJ^a(; ); ^Jn(r)(; )= χ(σ)n(r)U()n(r)a ^J a(; ) (C.4c)
are objects with mixed monodromy which are locally isomorphic to the untwisted currents
J , J . According to (C.4c), the monodromy decompositions of J^ , ^J give the twisted currents





χU(J, J) = (J , J )
?
6
(J^ ; ^J )
(J ; J )




Each vertical double arrow is a local isomorphism
J, J = currents: trivial monodromy, mixed under automorphisms
J , J = eigencurrents: trivial monodromy, diagonal under automorphisms
J^ , ^J = twisted currents with denite monodromy
J^ , ^J = currents with twisted boundary conditions
Fig. 2: Currents and orbifold currents
Finally, one may consider Einstein coordinates X^ with twisted boundary conditions
X^
i




in the geometric description of WZW orbifolds or the sigma model orbifolds of Subsec. 6.3.
These coordinates are also objects with mixed monodromy











which are locally isomorphic to the untwisted Einstein coordinates xi. We have encountered
the objects X^  X^(x^) and the local isomorphism x −!

X^ in Eqs. (6.19), (6.29) and (8.27)-
(8.34). According to (C.6), the monodromy decomposition of X^ gives our twisted Einstein
coordinates x^. These results and the discussion of the text give the commuting diagram
shown in Fig. 3. For the special case of the WZW orbifolds, the preferred coordinate system
chosen in the text is x = , X = b, X^ = b^ and x^ = ^ where , b, b^ and  are the tangent













Each vertical double arrow is a local isomorphism
x = coordinates: trivial monodromy, mixed under automorphism
X = eigencoordinates: trivial monodromy, diagonal under automorphisms
x^ = twisted coordinates with denite monodromy
X^ = coordinates with twisted boundary conditions
Fig. 3: Coordinates and orbifold coordinates
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Appendix D. Rescaled Group Orbifold Elements
Another interesting class of objects are the rescaled group orbifold elements ~g




~g( ~T ;  + 2; ))N(r)N(s) = e−
2pii
R(σ)
(N(r)−N(s))~g( ~T ; ; ))N(r)N(s) (D.1c)
g^(T ; ; ) = χ(T; )−1~g( ~T ; ; )χ(T; ) (D.1d)
where g^ is the group orbifold element and ~Tn(r) are the rescaled twisted representation
matrices dened in Eq. (4.23). We have already encountered an example of the rescaled
group orbifold elements, namely the twisted adjoint action Ω^ in Subsec. 6.1
Ω^(x^()) = e−iH^(x^()) = e−ix^
n(r)µ
σ () ~Tn(r)µ(T adj ;) = ~g−1( ~T (T adj); ; ) (D.2)
which also occurs in the twisted vielbeins and twisted B elds.
We have refrained from using the rescaled group orbifold elements because their unitar-
ity depends on the choice of the normalization constants χ(T; ). In particular, using the
unitarity of the group orbifold element g^, one nds that
~gy( ~T ; ; ) = (χ(T; )χ(T; ))−1~g−1( ~T ; ; )(χ(T; )χ(T; )) (D.3)
so that the rescaled group orbifold elements ~g are unitary only when χχ / 1l .
Nevertheless, the results of this paper can be rewritten in terms of the rescaled group
orbifold elements, for example,
S^( ~T )  S^(T ( ~T )) =− 1
8
Z





cTr( ~M( ~T ; ) ( ~g−1( ~T ; )d~g( ~T ; ) )3 ) (D.4a)
~M( ~T ; )  χ(T; )M(T ; )χ(T; )−1 (D.4b)
fJ^n(r)(; ); ~g( ~T ; ; )g = 2( − )~g( ~T ; ; ) ~Tn(r)(T; ) (D.4c)
f ^Jn(r)(; ); ~g( ~T ; ; )g = −2( − ) ~Tn(r)(T; )~g( ~T ; ; ) (D.4d)
J^n(r)(; )Gn(r);−n(r);() ~T−n(r);(T; ) = − i
2
~g−1( ~T ; ; )@+~g( ~T ; ; ) (D.4e)
^Jn(r)(; )Gn(r);−n(r);() ~T−n(r);(T; ) = − i
2
~g( ~T ; ; )@−~g−1( ~T ; ; ) (D.4f)
by using the rescaled twisted matrices ~T and the inverse relation (D.1d).
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Appendix E. Twisted Affine Lie Groups
The method of ane Lie groups16 is easily extended to give quantum or classical left and right
mover canonical realizations of the currents associated to any innite dimensional Lie algebra.
In what follows we will work out the quantum and classical extension to twisted affine Lie
groups, which gives the realizations of the general twisted current algebra g^(h)  g^(h−1 )
discussed in the text.
We begin with a set of abstract modes E^ which satisfy the general twisted current algebra
g^(h) in Ref. 2
[E^n(r)(m+
n(r)
() ); E^n(s)(n +
n(s)
())] = iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() E^n(r)+n(s);(m+ n+ n(r)+n(s)() )




This algebra can be recast as an innite dimensional Lie algebra
[E^L^; E^M^ ] = i ~FL^M^ N^ E^N^ (E.2a)


























whose non-zero structure constants are given in (E.2c) and (E.2d). The elements γ^ of the
corresponding twisted ane Lie group are dened as
γ^ = eiy ^(x^(t));  ^(x^(t))  exp(ix^n(r);m+ n(r)ρ(σ) (t)E^n(r)(m+ n(r)() )) (E.3a)
x^n(r)();;m1+
n(r)ρ(σ)




M^ = −^e(0)L^M^ = L^M^ (E.3c)
where fx^(t)g are the ordinary (mode) coordinates at time t, the coordinate y corresponds to
the central term and  ^(x^(t)) is the reduced twisted ane Lie group element. Here we have
chosen the preferred coordinate system (E.3c) on the ane Lie group, where e^(0) = 1 is the
twisted mode vielbein at the origin (see below). This choice ultimately guarantees that the
local operators of the construction have denite monodromy. More generally, the twisted
mode vielbeins are dened as




e^  e^(t); ^e  ^e(t); @L^  @L^(t) (E.4b)
in terms of the elements γ^ of the twisted ane Lie group. As seen in (E.4b), we often
suppress the xed time label t.
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The method of Ref. 16 then gives the general twisted current modes as the reduced
twisted ane Lie derivatives
J^n(r)(m+
n(r)
















































() ; t)g^(x^(t)) = −E^n(r)(m+ n(r)() )g^(x^(t)) (E.5f)
which satisfy (at xed t) the general twisted current algebra g^(h)  g^(h−1 ) in (8.8). The
sign reversal of the right mover central term in (8.8) is in fact completely natural from the
point of view of ane Lie groups (see Eq. (2.12) and (2.13) of Ref. 16) and twisted ane
Lie groups.
Following Ref. 16, we also nd the equivalent B^ form of the twisted currents
J^n(r)(m+
n(r)




































































; ( ~T adj
L^
)M^


































Evaluating this result in the untwisted sectord we nd some typos in Ref. 16: The second
(barred) equations in (2.30a), (2.33a), (3.6), (4.6a) and (4.31a) should read Ω^ −! Ω^−1. Also,
the right hand sides of Eqs. (4.22a,b) should have an extra factor -1.
The local twisted elds of the text are sums of the twisted modes above:
dFor σ = 0 and simple g, our results can be compared to those of Ref. 16 in the special coordinate system
eiµ
am(0) = δiµam where am ’ iµ. We nd that our B eld is identied with −kB in that reference, and











































































; 8n 2 Z (E.8e)











R(σ) ; 8q 2 Z (E.9a)


















Tn(r)(T; )N(s)N(t) : (E.9c)
The mode expansions of e^−1, ^e and ^e−1 have the same forms as the twisted vielbein in (E.8d).
The objects Tn(r) in (E.9) are the twisted representation matrices of the text.
The time dependence of the twisted current modes
J^n(r)(m+
n(r)















follows from the operator WZW orbifold Hamiltonian H^ = L(0)+ L(0), where L(0) and
L(0) are the zero modes of the left and right mover orbifold ane-Sugawara constructions
discussed in Subsec. 8.2. The time independent modes in (E.10) are the twisted current
modes of the text. To obtain the classical realization of the twisted currents in (6.2), one
needs only replace operator p^ above by classical p^, so that the bracket (6.2d) is satised.
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Appendix F. Twisted Left-Right Current Copies
We have seen that locality of the WZW orbifold action dictates a form of the general twisted
current algebra (see Subsecs. 5.4 and 8.2) in which the twisted right and left mover current
algebras are not a priori copies of each other. For comparison, we give here the twisted






z − w +O((z − w)
0) (F.1a)













ρ(σ) ^Jn(r)(z); =0; : : : ; Nc − 1: (F.1c)

























() )] = iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);()J^n(r)+n(s);(m+ n+ n(r)+n(s)() )









())] = iFn(r);n(s)n(r)+n(s);() ^Jn(r)+n(s);(m+ n + n(r)+n(s)() )









() )] = 0; m; n 2 Z;  = 0; : : : ; Nc − 1 : (F.3c)
The stress tensors and OPE’s of the stress tensors with the twisted currents are still given
by (8.12) and (8.13).
We also note that the copy system (F.1) can be obtained from the eigencurrent OPE’s
and automorphic responses in (8.4) by the non-local current isomorphisms
J^ ; ^J −!

J^ ; ^J (F.4a)
automorphism response En(r)() −!

opposite-path monodromy En(r)() (F.4b)
which should be compared with the local current isomorphisms in Eq. (8.5).
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